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SUMMARY 
The objective of the thesis is to develop design methodologies for scalable and 
reliable memory systems in the presence of scalability and reliability issues exacerbated or 
created by continuous scaling. In this research, after investigating the origins and device-
level models of memory failures caused by variable retention time, row hammering, and 
wearout, to examine the impact of such failures on operations of a memory system, this 
dissertation proposes circuit- and system-level modeling and simulation methods. With 
significant observations from simulation results, this dissertation introduces design 
methodologies that mitigate row-hammering phenomenon by employing counter-based or 
probabilistic row activations and repair increasing wearout failures by exploiting error-
correcting codes for the error detection and sequence of commands for error identification 
during field operations. To enhance the reliability of a memory system, this dissertation 
proposes accurate memory reliability estimation and diagnosis methodologies using a 
system-level accelerated life test with a built-in self-test and error-correcting codes. This 
dissertation also introduces a method of optimizing the design of experiments that isolates 
a failure caused by a target wearout mechanism from failures caused by other mechanisms 
and minimizes errors in the estimation of wearout parameters at the normal operating 
condition. In conclusion, this dissertation supports continuous scaling and improves 
memory reliability by proposing modeling, simulating, mitigating, and characterizing 
schemes of reliability degradation in a memory system resulting from failures caused by 
variable retention time, row hammering, and wearout. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Problem Statement 
Advances of fabrication process technology toward small feature sizes have enabled 
modern VLSI systems with low power, high performance, and small dimensions. However, 
while maintaining the pace of the doubling of the number of transistors per square inch on 
integrated circuits every two years, further shrinking feature sizes of transistors below 14 
nm is no longer cost effective for production. Therefore, Moore’s law has slowed down. In 
addition to scaling wall, which we are expected to confront in the near future, such small 
feature sizes of transistors not only exacerbate several failure modes but also create new 
failure modes in computer systems. 
1.2 Prior Work 
Among such reliability concerns, wearout is prevalent in all fabrication processes, 
front-end/middle/back-end of the line. Frontend wearout results from bias temperature 
instability (BTI), hot-carrier injection (HCI), and gate dielectric time-dependent 
breakdown (GTDDB). As a device ages, time-dependent dielectric breakdown occurs in 
not only the frontend but also the middle and back-end of the line, also known as middle-
of-the-line/backend time-dependent breakdown (MTDDB/BTDDB). In addition to 
BTDDB, stress-induced voiding (SIV) and electro-migration (EM) are known as major 
causes of backend wearout. Prior studies have investigated mechanisms of such wearout 
over all processes of IC fabrication. 
 2 
Prior studies [1]-[4] have observed that as a VLSI system operates over time, the 
threshold voltage of a device shifts resulting from BTI and HCI.  BTI is generally explained 
using traps at the gate oxide interface and in the oxide. Since the trap density of an oxide 
increases as a device ages and trapped carriers change the electrical field in the oxide of a 
device, the threshold voltage of a device varies over time. BTI occurs in both PMOS and 
NMOS devices. While negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) increases in the 
threshold voltage of PMOS devices, positive bias temperature instability (PBTI) increases 
the threshold voltage of NMOS devices. HCI can also shift the threshold voltage of the 
CMOS transistors. Unlike BTI, which is stressed under DC bias condition, HCI is stressed 
when the devices operate with high switching activity. A high electrical field between a 
source and a drain of a MOS device generates a hot carrier, so it may drift into the oxide 
and occupy a defect, which becomes a trap. Such a trapped hot carrier in an oxide also 
changes the electric field in the oxide of a device, which shifts the threshold voltage of a 
device. 
Several time-dependent dielectrics such as GTDDB, MTDDB, and BTDDB cause 
an electrical fault, or a resistive bridge fault, in VLSI systems. Using the charge trapping 
and detrapping model and the percolation model, prior studies [5]-[7] have explained trap-
assisted tunneling from a gate to a channel of a MOS device through a gate dielectric as 
the origin of a GTDDB. Trapped charges in a dielectric of a MOS device can form a path 
from a gate to either a source or a drain. Such a path reduces the resistance between a gate 
to either a source or a drain, which forms a bridge between them, causing a bridging fault. 
Similarly, the high electrical field between adjacent metal lines causes a BTDDB, 
connecting both lines [8]-[10]. Recent studies [10],[11] have found that beyond 20 nm 
 3 
technology node, considerable amounts of bridging faults result from an MTDDB. The 
electrical field between a gate and a contact from a source or a drain to a metal layer 
increases the trap density in a dielectric between them, causing a bridge fault similar to a 
BTDDB. 
Prior work has investigated backend wearout mechanisms such as EM and SIV, 
resulting in open failures. Historically, studies have applied various approaches to examine 
the EM mechanism using materials, fabrication, computer-aided design, and test 
methodologies [13]-[15]. EM causes a high-resistive open metal interconnect when 
electrical current through a metal line causes the momentum of metallic ions so that 
interfacial voids formed during fabrication coalesce into a large void forming an open site 
in the metallic lattice. Since such voids usually form at the interface between two metals, 
EM is highly likely to occur at the interface of a via between two different metal layers. 
Recent studies pertaining to SIV [16]-[18] have shown that the thermal mechanical stress 
between metals and dielectric materials induces the directionally-biased motion of an atom. 
The biased motion increases in via resistance and creates a void inside a via, resulting in 
timing violations and functional failures in digital systems. 
Previous device- and system-level studies on testing and repairing static random 
access memory (SRAM) [19]-[21] have investigated the impact of wearout mechanisms 
on memory arrays and proposed methods that detect and repair aging errors. The previous 
papers on wearout testing [19]-[21] have focused on the cell-level testing technique that 
detects BTI or a GTDDB in a single SRAM cell. Such device-level studies have not 
investigated critical manufacturing and testing issues such as time and cost of testing. For 
reducing the cost of testing and diagnosing all possible wearout in an SRAM cell, prior 
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work proposed system-level BIST systems and algorithms. To enable automated test and 
repair of SRAMs, the prior work [22]-[25] has presented the system-level built-in self-test 
(BIST), built-in repair analysis (BIRA), and built-in self-repair (BISR). During the 
manufacturing process, such test and repair systems described in [22]-[24] detect defects 
in memory and repair them with redundant arrays. However, since wearout occurs after 
manufacturing test/repair and shipping, such test and repair methodologies are 
inappropriate for aging errors in a memory system. Recent research on a test and diagnosis 
methodology of SRAM wearout errors [25] proposed a BIST system with test patterns that 
statistically distinguishes one wearout mechanism from the others once the types of defects, 
such as functional, open, or short failures, are diagnosed using BIST. All have investigated 
SRAM, not dynamic random access memory (DRAM). In this research, the impact of 
wearout on DRAMs is investigated. 
Recent field studies on DRAM errors have reported several remarkable observations 
[26]-[28]. First, these large-scale field studies have found that contrary to common 
assumptions that soft errors dominate hard errors, hard errors outnumber soft errors. 
Second, they have also found that errors are correlated in time and space. Although single-
bit errors are dominant, correctable errors (CEs) are highly likely to be followed by errors 
with the same address and in the same column and row. Consequently, such errors may 
advance to uncorrectable errors (UEs) that cause an expensive system crash resulting in the 
replacement of dual in-line memory modules (DIMMs) and downtime for the system. 
Moreover, architectural studies have shown that memory access patterns are not uniformly 
random. Instead, a few rows are excessively accessed [29],[30].  
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Such observations proclaim that solely relying on single-error correcting and double-
error detecting (SECDED) error-correcting codes (ECCs) cannot sustain a memory system 
with aging errors in the field. This argument is supported by plotting the reliability of a 2 
GB ECC-DIMM with 25,000 to 75,000 failures in time (FITs) per billion hours of 
operation per Mbit in a DIMM [26]. From the simulation results, after 0.97 years of 
operation with 75,000 FITs per Mbit in a DIMM, 50 % of DIMMs fail. Although ECCs 
correct a single-bit error in a word, the presence of a corrected error in a word increases 
the probability of a memory failure with a double-bit error in a word that ECCs cannot 
cover. Therefore, allowing ECCs to correct single-bit errors is not the ultimate solution for 
extending the lifetime and the reliability of memory.  
Studies typically targeting embedded memories [23],[24], or main memories [31], 
have proposed combined schemes with ECCs and repair, i.e. with BIST and/or BISR. For 
modern embedded memories, we conventionally employ BIST and/or BISR for testing and 
repairing errors at the manufacturing level and ECCs for detecting and correcting soft 
errors in field operations. To enhance the manufacturing yield of embedded memories 
[23],[24], the proposed schemes have combined ECCs and BISR for repairing both hard 
and soft errors. Prior work [23] has proposed a method that repairs uncorrectable faulty 
words with redundancies and corrects correctable faulty words using ECCs. However, such 
correctable single-bit errors degrade the reliability of a memory system. Another study [24] 
has proposed a method that distinguishes a permanent fault from a soft one using both 
ECCs and BISR and repairs all identified hard faults. Exploiting SECDED ECCs, such 
schemes [23],[24] correct permanent single-bit faults whose probability of occurrence is 
higher than 97 % in embedded memories [32]. Since most errors are single-bit errors, 
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correcting manufacturing-level single-bit errors using ECCs can save area in the spare rows 
and columns with a reduced number of spare rows and columns used only for faulty rows 
and columns. However, using ECCs for repairing single-bit errors sacrifices the error-
correcting capability by ECCs in field operations, degrading the reliability of embedded 
memories during field operations.  
Because of the large area, inadequate DRAM fabrication process technology, and 
test coverage issues, BIST and BISR schemes have not been implemented in commercial 
DRAMs. Although stacked DRAM has an optional area for BIST and BISR on the logic 
die, we focus on standard DRAMs that do not contain either BIST or BISR. Although prior 
work [32] has also investigated a post-package repair (PPR) scheme for DRAMs, such a 
repair scheme is used for manufacturing errors that occur during the packaging processes 
and burn-in tests, not for aging errors. None of the schemes listed above are sufficient for 
mitigating aging errors in the main memory. 
1.3 Thesis Statement 
The objective of the proposed research is to develop design methodologies for 
scalable and reliable memory systems. This work presents circuit and system supports for 
continuous scaling by proposing a fault-tolerant memory system, mitigating various types 
of memory faults resulting from random telegraph noise (RTN), wordline coupling, and 
wearout. For reliable memory systems, this dissertation proposes methodologies that 
accurately estimate reliability degradation and diagnose various types of memory failures 
at a circuit and a system level. 
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1.4 Contributions of the Dissertation 
State-of-the-art research on memory errors are illustrated in Figure 1. Among 
memory hierarchy, this work mainly focuses on cache and main memory in a memory 
system. Even though various types of memories can be used as cache and main memory, 
since SRAM and DRAM have been widely employed, this dissertation mainly investigates 
scalability and reliability issues in SRAM and DRAM. In such scalability and reliability 
issues in memory, manufacturing errors and single event upsets (SEUs) have been studied 
in many prior publications [22]-[24],[28],[31],[32]. Failures caused by random telegraph 
noise, coupling, and wearout in memory have been recently exacerbated or created. The 
impact of random telegraph noise in SRAM and DRAM on circuit operations has been 
investigated using modeling and simulation methodologies presented in prior research 
[34],[35]. However, since prior work [35] only considers random telegraph noise in 
operating current of a cell transistor, to accurately model variable retention time (VRT) 
phenomenon in DRAM, this dissertation investigates random telegraph noise in leakage 
current of a DRAM cell. S. Irobi presents deteriorated coupling faults in memory [36]. 
However, wordline (WL) coupling faults in DRAM, recently noticed, has not been studied. 
We demonstrate the prevalence of wordline coupling faults resulting from row hammering 
in a modern memory system, model the threshold of row hammering in DRAMs, and 
propose techniques that mitigate row-hammering faults in main memory systems. As 
discussed in the previous chapter 1.3, vast amount of research on wearout have been 
conducted, mainly at a device level. This work presents modeling, simulating, mitigating, 
and testing methodologies for such failures in memory at a circuit and a system level, 
merely explored in prior research.  
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Figure 1 State-of-the-art research on failures in memory. 
 
1.5 Thesis Organization 
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses device-
level models of errors in memory caused by failure mechanisms such as variable retention 
time, row-hammering, and wearout, used in this dissertation. Chapter 3 presents the 
proposed circuit- and system-level modeling and simulating methodologies for 
investigating the impact of such memory errors on memory operations. Chapter 4 proposes 
circuit- and system-level design methodologies that mitigate such memory errors for 
scalable and reliable memory systems. Chapter 5 proposes system-level accelerated life 
test (ALT) with optimized experimental designs for accurately estimating and diagnosing 
circuit- and system-level memory reliability degraded by errors resulting from wearout. 















































CHAPTER 2. DEVICE-LEVEL MODELING OF ERRORS IN 
MEMORY 
2.1 Reliability Issues in Memory 
2.1.1 Random Telegraph Noise in DRAMs—Variable Retention Time 
 As main memory in computer systems, DRAM, which consists of one transistor 
and one capacitor (1T-1C), has been widely employed. In the form of charge, a DRAM 
cell stores data on a capacitor. A DRAM cell loses data resulting from leakage from a 
storage node without periodic refreshes, which a memory controller operates based on the 
length of time that a DRAM cell can retain data, referred to as the retention time. To meet 
the standard refresh rate, DRAM manufacturers require accurate characterization of the 
DRAM retention time. However, precisely profiling the retention time becomes a challenge 
in the presence of random fluctuations in retention time, also known as variable retention 
time. Since DRAM retention time randomly varies every test, screening all retention errors 
resulting from VRT during testing is prohibitive. Therefore, to enhance DRAM reliability 
degraded by VRT, we require a method that accurately predicts the impact of VRT on 
DRAM failures with the assistance of circuit simulations. 
2.1.2 Wordline Coupling Errors in DRAMs—Row Hammering 
For higher capacity, DRAM has continued to scale towards high-density chips with 
smaller feature sizes. Unfortunately, below the feature size of 45 nm, transistors suffer from 
short channel effect (SCE), which lowers threshold voltage, increases leakage, and reduces 
the retention time of DRAM cells. To mitigate SCE and maintain the retention time, 
DRAM vendors have exploited three-dimensional (3D) structures of cell transistors [37]-
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[39]. Although such 3D cell transistors alleviate SCE, DRAM cells lose data caused by 
severe activations of adjacent rows, potentially resulting in data errors of DRAM cells 
connected to neighboring rows. Furthermore, since DRAM has scaled down to a smaller 
feature size and transitioned from 6F2 to 4F2 [39], such a trend reduces the distance between 
DRAM cells and increases coupling from neighboring DRAM cells and their wordlines. 
Coupling from neighboring rows increases the voltage level of a victim row, increasing 
standby current. Higher standby current accelerates charge leakage from DRAM storage 
nodes and reduces the retention time of the cell. We refer to this phenomenon of increasing 
leakage in cells of adjacent rows (victim rows) by frequent activations on a given row as 
row hammering. Note that technology shrinking exacerbates row hammering, becoming 
an even more serious problem. This work proposes a method that tolerates row hammering 
in high-density DRAM memories. When a memory controller sends a large number of 
activations on a specific row in the memory and no activation on the rows neighboring to 
the aggressor row, row hammering causes DRAM cells that are connected to victim rows 
to lose data. If such victim rows would get an activation and restore the data back to its 
original state, row hammering results in no data loss. Figure 2 illustrates the problem of 
row hammering, for a given row X, where the neighboring rows are labeled X-1 and X+1. 
If X is accessed excessively, and X-1 and X+1 are not accessed, the data of these 
neighboring rows can get lost resulting from row hammering. We define the threshold for 
the number of activations within a refresh cycle required to cause data loss resulting from 
row hammering as the row-hammering threshold (RHth). Since such threshold reduces as 
technology advances to the next generation, the row hammering problem becomes much 
severe for future nanoscale DRAMs. We demonstrate that for the next generation DRAMs 
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row hammering threshold could be in the range of several tens of thousands of row 
activations for a given row, a threshold that can be easily reached by current workloads. 
Furthermore, malicious (or memory stress) programs can easily cross such a threshold. To 
maintain data integrity of DRAM, we should mitigate row hammering for both typical 
workloads as well as for worst-case (or malicious) workloads. 
 
Figure 2 Impact of row hammering on neighboring DRAM cells as the number of 
activations on aggressor row X increases [30]. 
2.1.3 Wearout Failures in Memory 
Because of continuous dimensional scaling and voltage scaling, disproportionate to 
dimensional scaling, high electrical fields are applied to the dielectrics of transistors and 
between interconnects, which degrades the reliability of computer systems. Among the 
wearout mechanisms, frontend wearout caused by BTI and HCI degrades the performances 
of transistors [40],[41]. BTI and HCI increase the threshold voltage (Vth) of a MOSFET 
device, which reduces the operating current of a device and causes performance 
degradation of a circuit.  
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Figure 3 Definitions of the three TDDB mechanisms considered in this work:  
GTDDB, BTDDB, and MTDDB. 
In addition to BTI and HCI, one of dominant wearout mechanisms in modern VLSI 
systems is time-dependent dielectric breakdown. TDDB in the front-end-of-the-line occurs 
in the gate dielectric of a transistor, referred to as GTDDB. In the back-end-of-the-line, 
TDDB between adjacent metal lines is known as BTDDB. TDDB in the middle-of-the-line 
has also been recently acknowledged as a significant contributor to TDDB [12],[42]-[48]. 
Such TDDB mechanisms in the front-end/middle/back-end-of-the-line are depicted in 
Figure 3. Since TDDB degrades the lifetime of a circuit/system, ensuring that the circuit/ 
system operates reliably throughout its specified lifetime is challenging. 
2.2 Origins of Errors in Memory 
2.2.1 Origins of Random Telegraph Noise in DRAMs—Variable Retention Time 
 DRAM retention time is inversely proportional to total leakage current [49]. A 
DRAM cell has various leakage sources: leakage from a storage node to a plate poly, a 
gate, a source (sub-threshold current), a junction, another transistor (isolation leakage), and 















(GIDL) current empirically shows random telegraph noise among various current sources, 
trap-assisted GIDL is known as the origin of variable retention time [49]-[51]. In addition 
to TA-GIDL, gate leakage also experimentally exhibits RTN, also explained using traps. 
Therefore, trap-assisted gate leakage can be another cause of VRT [52],[53]. A trap can be 
randomly occupied, increasing leakage current. As a result, a cell leaks faster and exhibits 
a lower retention time. However, when the trap becomes empty again, leakage current 
reduces, resulting in a higher retention time. Such random variations in leakage current 
resulting from different trap conditions cause VRT in DRAMs. 
2.2.1.1 Trap-Assisted Gate-Induced Drain Leakage  
 Figure 4(a) shows the device structure of a cell transistor and the mechanism of 
GIDL current. In the case of DRAM standby or precharge modes, if data ‘1’ is written on 
a cell, a drain (or a storage node) is charged up to a high voltage level (VDD) by a bitline 
(BL), and a gate (i.e., a wordline) has negative bias for reduction of the sub-threshold 
voltage. Since the bias between the drain and the gate is high enough to deplete the n+ 
drain region under the gate and cause high-field effects, such as avalanche multiplication 
and band-to-band tunneling, increased electrical field and band bending generate electron-
hole pairs in the depletion region. While electrons that flow to the capacitor increase the 
GIDL current, holes that drift to the substrate contribute to an increase of substrate current 
[54]. Figure 4(b) shows the trap-assisted tunneling mechanisms [49]: (1) an electron moves 
from the valence band to a trap by thermal emission and tunnels from the trap to the 
conduction band; (2) an electron tunnels from the valence band to a trap and then tunnels 
from the trap to the conduction band like a stepping stone; and (3) an electron tunnels from 
the valence band to a trap, and thermal emission helps the electron move up to the 
conduction band from the trap. 
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Figure 4 (a) GIDL during precharge mode in DRAMs ([54]) and (b) mechanism of 
trap-assisted GIDL (source [49]). 
2.2.1.2 Trap-Assisted Gate Leakage 
 Random fluctuations in DRAM retention time result from not only trap-assisted 
GIDL but also trap-assisted gate leakage current [52],[53]. During a DRAM standby mode, 
Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) depict the trap-assisted tunneling and two mechanisms of gate 
leakage: (1) direct tunneling and (2) trap-assisted tunneling. Although the energy level of 
SiO2 is higher than that of the gate or the drain, the tunneling effect causes gate leakage. 
In other words, trap-assisted tunneling facilitates gate leakage [55],[56]. Because the 
number of occupied traps randomly varies, gate leakage current resulting from trap-assisted 
tunneling also randomly fluctuates. To explain multi-state of gate leakage fluctuation, we 
exploit multi-trap-assisted tunneling from recent research rather than conventional single-






























(a)                                                      (b) 
Figure 5 (a) Trap-assisted gate leakage current during a precharge mode in DRAMs 
and (b) mechanisms of gate leakage. 
2.2.2 Origins of Row-Hammering Phenomenon 
Row hammering originates from two effects: wordline to wordline coupling and 
passing gate effect. 
2.2.2.1 Wordline to Wordline (WL-WL) Coupling 
DRAM voltage does not scale down proportional to a feature size. At a smaller 
feature size, the ratio of coupling noise to the level of stored signal voltage on a non-
accessed DRAM cell of neighboring rows increases because of WL-WL coupling [58],[59]. 
Coupling noise between wordlines increases the sub-threshold leakage current of cell 
transistors on adjacent rows [58]. 
2.2.2.2 Passing-Gate Effect 
Although 3D transistors mitigate SCE, they are susceptible to coupling from 


































active area is referred to as active adjacent gate. A gate close to the victim gate that do not 
use the same active area is called as passing gate. Activating any active adjacent gate or 
passing gate changes the electric field around the victim gate, which lowers the threshold 
voltage and increases leakage current of victim cell transistors. 
2.3 Device-Level Models for Errors in Memory 
2.3.1  Modeling of Random Telegraph Noise in DRAMs 
2.3.1.1 Leveraging the Trapping and Detrapping (TD) Model 
 As illustrated in Figure 6, RTN is explained with the TD model of silicon dioxide 
(SiO2) defects, which randomly capture and emit charge [60]. Since captured and emitted 
charge changes the energy of a trap, the variation in the leakage current of a transistor, 
especially TA-GIDL and TA-GL, depends on the number of captured defects. According 
to the TD model, the number of defects that capture and emit charge follows a Poisson 
distribution with a wide range of time constants for emission (τe) and capture (τc) [61]. Such 
constants are random variables that depend on temperature, bias, and trap location [51],[60]: 
τ𝑐 = 10
𝑝 ∙ (1 + 𝑒−𝑞),                                                 (1) 
𝜏𝑒 = 10
𝑝 ∙ (1 + 𝑒𝑞),                                                  (2) 
where 𝑝 ∈  [𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥] and 𝑞 = (𝐸𝑡 − 𝐸𝐹) 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄  [50], p is the signal frequency range on 
the log scale, EF the Fermi level, kB Boltzmann constant (eVK
-1), T temperature (K), and Et 




∙ 𝑞𝑉𝑜𝑥,                                                  (3) 
𝑉𝑜𝑥 = −𝑉𝐷𝐺−𝑉𝐹𝐵−𝜓𝑆,                                                  (4) 
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− (−𝑉𝐷𝐺−𝑉𝐹𝐵)2,     (5) 
where VDG is the voltage between a drain and a gate, q is the electronic charge, ψS is the 
surface potential, VFB is the flat band voltage, εsi and εox are the permittivity of the silicon 
and oxide, respectively, Tox is the oxide thickness, xT is the depth of the trap from the 
Si/SiO2 interface, and ND is the doping density.  
 
Figure 6 The charge trapping and detrapping model. 
 The capture and emission time constants relate to not only the drain doping 
concentration, oxide thickness, and the drain gate voltage, but also trap position. Different 
vertical positions of a trap have different trap energies, changing the ratio between the time 
constants of capture and emission (τe/τc), which affects the number of captured traps at any 
given time in a MOSFET. Therefore, for obtaining trap configurations, we need to take the 
vertical trap position into account. Since relevant traps are only in the overlap region 
between the drain and the gate, the position of a trap in the channel-length direction must 
be also taken into account. For every trap site in the region of interest, we calculate the 
probability of a trap being captured or evicted based on the Poisson distribution of a trap 
at a given time from equations (1) and (2). Based on the probability, charge is captured or 











time. Repeating the process generates a time-varying trap configuration within the 3D 
oxide structure.  
2.3.1.2 Leakage current calculation 
 Based on the trap configuration, we calculate the variation in leakage current 
resulting from both GIDL current (IGIDL) [51],[62] and gate leakage current (Igate) [52],[63]. 
Regarding the TA-GIDL current, because the probability of two-step tunneling is much 
higher than that of the band-to-band or thermal-assisted tunneling, we assume that GIDL 
current by two-step tunneling is dominant [51],[62]. Therefore, GIDL current variation 
(∆IGIDL) can be simplified as follows [64]:  
∆𝐼𝐺𝐼𝐷𝐿,𝑗 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑒















∙ ∑ 𝑒(−𝐵𝑖𝑡,𝑖 𝐹𝑖⁄ ) ∙ ∆𝑥𝑇,𝑖𝑖 ,                                       (8) 
where A depends on the interface trap density, Fj is the total field in the deep depletion 
region, ћ is Planck’s constant, mn is the effective mass of an electron, Ec is the energy of 
the conduction band, ∆xT is the trap location, Et is the energy drop at a trap in SiO2, q is the 
electronic charge, and ∆X is the effective action range of electrical field. As for gate leakage, 
instead of the single-trap model that is less accurate in the high-stressed dielectrics [57], 
we utilize the multi-trap model for calculating the variation in trap-assisted gate leakage 
current (ΔIgate) of a cell transistor. We calculate ∆Igate as follows [64]:  
∆𝐼𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒 = (𝑤 ∙ 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓) ∙ 𝑞 ∑ (𝑅𝑐,𝑖 + 𝑅𝑒,𝑖) ∙ ∆𝑥𝑇,𝑖𝑖 ,                          (9) 
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where w and Leff are the width and the length of the effective oxide area, q is the electronic 
charge, Rc and Re are the capture and emission rate in a trap, respectively, and ∆xT is the 
trap location. We calculate Rc and Re using equations:  
𝑅𝑐,𝑗 = ∑ 𝜏𝑐𝑖,𝑗
−1𝑗−1
𝑖=1 𝑁𝑡𝑘𝑓𝑡𝑖(1 − 𝑓𝑡𝑘),                                     (10) 
𝑅𝑒,𝑗 = ∑ 𝜏𝑒𝑗,𝑖
−1𝑛+1
𝑖=1+𝑗 𝑁𝑡𝑘𝑓𝑡𝑘(1 − 𝑓𝑡𝑖),                                   (11) 
where 
kt
N  and  111  
iiii ecct
tttf  are the density and the occupancy probability of a trap, 
respectively. 
2.3.2 Modeling and Analysis of Row Hammering Threshold 
The leakage current of a cell transistor (Ileak) increases at lower technology nodes. 
DRAM vendors keep a guard-band for the retention time (tret,GB) that is β times refresh rate 
(tret,th) as a safety margin to conform to the JEDEC refresh standard. At this guard-band, 
let the leakage current be Ileak,GB. Let tret,RH be the time during which a cell on a victim row 
suffers from row hammering and Ileak,RH be the increased leakage current by α times under 
row hammering. At sub-nanometer nodes, Ileak,RH is represented by (12): 
𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘,𝑅𝐻 = 𝛼 ∙ 𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘,𝐺𝐵.                                             (12) 







→ 𝛼 ∙ 𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘 ∙ 𝑡,                                       (13) 
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in which Cs is a cell capacitance of a DRAM cell and V is the capacitor driving voltage. 
Using (12) and (13),  
𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘,𝐺𝐵∙𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐺𝐵 = 𝐶𝑠 ∙ 𝑉 
= 𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘,𝐺𝐵 ∙ (𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑡ℎ − 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑅𝐻) + 𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘,𝑅𝐻 ∙ 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑅𝐻 
= 𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘,𝐺𝐵 ∙ (𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑡ℎ − 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑅𝐻) + 𝛼 ∙ 𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘,𝐺𝐵 ∙ 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑅𝐻 
→ 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐺𝐵 = 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑡ℎ +  (𝛼 − 1) ∙ 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑅𝐻.                                      (14) 
Expressing tret,GB in terms of tret,th, 
𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐺𝐵 = 𝛽 ∙ 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑡ℎ.                                               (15) 




∙ 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥,                                              (16) 





×1.3𝑀.                                              (17) 
The main component of Ileak is the sub-threshold leakage current (Isub) from row hammering 
(Ileak,RH) [38],[58],[59]: 
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𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘 ≈ 𝐼𝑠𝑢𝑏 ∝ 𝑒
𝑞∆𝑉𝑡ℎ,𝑠𝑢𝑏 𝑛𝑘𝑇⁄ ,                                              (18) 
in which ΔVth,sub is variation in sub-threshold voltage and n is body-effect coefficient. 
ΔVth,sub = 50 mV to 70 mV in 50 nm DRAM with SRCAT [38] and body-effect coefficient 
(n) = 1.1 ~ 1.4 [65]. So α ranges from 4 to 11.7. For example, for α = 11, β = 2, RHth = 130 
K, which can be expected of current generation DRAM modules. However, α is related to 
fabrication process and is increasing as DRAM scales down. Thus, future nanoscale 
DRAM can be expected to have RHth in the range of few tens of thousands. To address the 
problem for future technology nodes, we will assume RHth as 32 K in our study. 
2.3.3 Device-Level Models for Wearout in Memory 
To estimate the lifetime of an SRAM cell degraded by GTDDB, we exploit the 
device-level model of the characteristic lifetime for GTDDB [66], ηGTDDB, as follows:  


















,                 (19) 
where AGTDDB, a, b, c, and d are fitting parameters, αGTDDB is the stress probability, βGTDDB 
is the Weibull shape parameter, W is the width of a gate, L is the length of a gate, V is the 
gate voltage of a transistor, T is temperature, and F is cumulative-failure percentile at use 
condition.  
For the estimation of the time-to-failure in an SRAM cell due to BTDDB, we 
employ the equation of the characteristic lifetime for BTDDB [66], ηBTDDB, as follows:  
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𝑘𝑇 ,                               (20) 
where ABTDDB and m are fitting parameters, αBTDDB is the stress probability, βBTDDB is the 
Weibull shape parameter, LBTDDB is a function of the vulnerable length of the dielectric 
segment, γ is the field acceleration factor, k is Boltzmann’s constant, EA is the activation 
energy, T is temperature, and E is the corresponding electrical field, which corresponds to 
V/sBTDDB, where V and sBTDDB denote the supply voltage and the space between lines, 
respectively. 
Similar to the characteristic lifetime degraded by BTDDB, the time-to-failure of an 
SRAM cell due to MTDDB is estimated based on the device-level characteristic lifetime 
for MTDDB [11], ηMTDDB, as follows:  









𝑘𝑇 ,                         (21) 
where AMTDDB and m are fitting parameters, αMTDDB is the stress probability, βMTDDB is the 
Weibull shape parameter, LMTDDB is a function of the vulnerable length of the spacer 
dielectric segment between a contact and a gate, γ is the field acceleration factor, k is 
Boltzmann’s constant, EA is the activation energy, T is temperature, and E is the 
corresponding electrical field, which corresponds to V/sMTDDB, where V and sMTDDB denote 
the supply voltage and the space between a contact and a gate, respectively.  
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CHAPTER 3. CIRCUIT AND SYSTEM SIMULATION 
MEHODOLOGY OF ERROR IN MEMORY 
3.1 The Algorithm and the Circuit Simulation Methodology of Random Telegraph 
Noise in DRAMs—AVERT 
This work proposes AVERT, an elaborate device model for simulating VRT in 
DRAM circuits. To understand the configuration of traps, we adopt the charge trapping 
and detrapping model. From trap configurations, we generate random telegraph noise in 
trap-assisted gate-induced drain leakage (TA-GIDL) and trap-assisted gate leakage (TA-
GL), known as the origin of VRT [49]-[53]. Finally, we simulate DRAM arrays with VRT 
by introducing gate-level models to the netlist and generating control voltage inputs 
converted from RTN leakage for circuit simulation using a Perl script. Employing 
experimental data and our model, we propose a method for determining an appropriate test 
time per a DRAM cell and for reducing the total test time of DRAMs considering the VRT 
phenomenon.  
3.1.1 The Algorithm for the Device Model in AVERT 
 A flowchart in Figure 7 shows the algorithm of AVERT. The pseudo-code shown 
in Figure 8 explains the device model for generating VRT signals in DRAMs. For 
generating RTN in leakage current, AVERT defines trap configurations with a 3D-
structure and then initializes traps by determining if traps are filled or not, based on the 
times of capture/emission following exponential random distributions. After initialization, 
AVERT generates a time variant RTN signal for a transistor until the target time (ttarget) 




Remove traps whose emission time is reached
Insert traps based on exponential distribution 
and update emission times
Calculate leakgage currents due to traps
Leakage current transient response (Time DomainSignal)









to have VRT G-elements
Convert VRT signals to 




Figure 7 The flowchart of AVERT. 
first. If it is filled, AVERT statistically determines whether a trap will be evicted or not 
based on the trap emission probability, which follows a Poisson distribution with a shape 
parameter of τe. After eviction, the capture time is updated based on the exponential random 
distribution. On the other hand, if a trap is not filled, AVERT determines whether a trap 
will be filled or not based on the trap capture probability of a Poisson distribution with τc. 
After updating the trap configuration, AVERT calculates the current variation of both gate 
leakage and TA GIDL. In the end, to get RTN in the leakage current of each DRAM cell 
in an array, AVERT repeats the generation of the time varying VRT signal for each cell 
with a different seed, which changes the random distribution for the trap configuration in 
every iteration. 
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Input: Circuit simulation end time(tmax), length(l), width(w), thickness(tox), Mesh resolution 
(Nmesh,x,Nmesh,y,Nmesh,z), total number of cell transistors (Ntr), simulation time step (ts) 
Output: time-variant VRT signals for all cell transistors for circuit simulation [0,tmax] 
//Generate different time-variant VRT signal for every cell transistor 
//up to Ntr (total number of cell transistors)
n=0, x=y=z=0;
while ( n < Ntr ) do
      //Different seed for random function with different n
      seed=rand();
      //Initialization of trap configuration in a transistor
      //Define 3D device structure Nmesh (number of mesh)
      //Build the probability table of capture and emission for each mesh site
      while ( (x,y,z) < (l/Nmesh,x,w/Nmesh,y,tox/Nmesh,z), respectively) do
              if ( unirand(seed) < Ntraps )  then
                    tr(x,y,z)=1; //set trap flag as trapping
                    tc.tr(x,y,z)=exprand_tc(y,T,Vgate); //capture time update
              else 
                    tr(x,y,z)=0; // set trap flag as detrapping
                    te.tr(x,y,z)=exprand_te(y,T,Vgate); //emission time update
              end
              x++, y++, z++;
      end
      //Generate non-stationary leakage of a transistor up to tmax
      t=0, x=y=z=0;
      while ( t < tmax ) do
                while ( (x,y,z) <  (l/Nmesh,x, w/Nmesh,y, tox/Nmesh,z), respectively ) do
                        if ( tr(x,y,z) == 1 & rand() < poission.prob(ts,te.tr(x,y,z)) )  then
                             tr(x,y,z) = 0;
                             tc.tr(x,y,z) = exprand_tc(y,T,Vgate);
                        else if ( tr(x,y,z) == 0 & rand() < poission.prob(ts,tc.tr(x,y,z)) )  then
                             tr(x,y,z) = 1;
                             te.tr(x,y,z) = exprand_te(y,T,Vgate);
                        end
                        x++,y++,z++;
                 end
                 //Calculate leakage currents resulting from all traps at a given time step
                 i=0;
                 ∆Ileak.GIDL(t)=0;
                 ∆Ileak.gate(t)=0;
                 while ( i < Ntr ) do
                         if ( x0 < x ) then //only for traps in overlap between a gate and a drain
                               ∆Ileak.GIDL(t) += eq_GIDL(tri);
                               ∆Ileak.gate(t) += eq_gate_leak(tri);
                         end
                         i++;
                  end
                  t +=ts;
       end
       n++; 
 end
Algorithm: Circuit Simulations with non-stationary RTN in AVERT
 
Figure 8 A pseudo code of device modeling to generate VRT signals for all cell 
transistors. 
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3.1.2 Circuit-Level Simulation Methodology with VRT 
 To deploy time-varying RTN signals in the leakage current generated from the VRT 
device model for circuit-level simulations, we propose a gate model. Since a time-varying 
resistor, as depicted in Figure 9(a), is not applicable to circuit simulation, we exploit a 
voltage-controlled resistor shown in Figure 9(b). We simply define a new voltage source 
(e.g., Vgate,offset) and change the voltage level using a piecewise linear signal that allows the 
resistor to have a time-varying resistance based on the relationship between the voltage and 
the resistance defined in the G element.  Using a resistor (RG), RTN in gate leakage is 
modeled with the time-varying resistance with a control voltage of Vgate,offset. Similarly, 
RTN in GIDL is modeled using RGIDL, of which resistance is determined by a user-defined 
voltage of VGIDL,offset. Using a Perl script, we modify a netlist so that every cell transistor 
has a user-defined voltage source and voltage-controlled resistors. Using the script, we also 
generate input stimuli for circuit simulations.  
 
  (a)                                                          (b) 
Figure 9 Gate-level models for circuit simulations with (a) time-variant resistors and 
(b) voltage-controlled resistors. 
3.1.3 Simulation Results 
 Figure 10 depicts changes in the number of active traps and leakage current 
fluctuations corresponding to the number of filled traps over time. Despite continuous 























































comparing results with those from experiments in prior work. To optimize the simulator in 
terms of accuracy and performance, we conduct sensitivity simulations with various 
numbers of possible leakage states as shown in Figure 11. With fewer leakage levels (N), 
we have more quantization errors and a faster execution time. Based on the error-runtime 
product with the N>103 case as a baseline, we found N=8 to be optimum and use it for the 
rest of the simulations.  
  
           (a)                                                          (b) 
Figure 10 AVERT simulation results: (a) simulated number of traps filled and (b) 
time-varying leakage current signals calculated from the number of traps filled. 
 
(a)                                                   (b) 
Figure 11 Impact of the number of leakage states (N) on (a) the accuracy of 
simulations and (b) quantization errors and total simulation time with various 
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(a)                                                            (b) 
Figure 12 Simulated dependence of (a) temperature with 1.2 V VDG and (b) bias 
(VDG) on leakage current at 85 ºC. 
 To validate our model, we compare our simulation results with prior empirical 
results, such as measurements of the bias/temperature dependence, results from the Poisson 
distribution for high and low retention states, and data on the power spectral density. As 
shown in Figure 12, the bias/temperature dependence on the leakage current generated 
from AVERT shows more frequent transitions with higher bias and higher temperature, 
which corresponds well to empirical observations in [1]. The distribution of retention states 
(τhigh and τlow) follows a Poisson distribution, shown in Figure 13, and the power spectral 
density follows a Lorentzian-type spectrum, depicted in Figure 14. Such results correspond 
to results from prior experiments [3]. Moreover, such properties match those of the channel 
RTN of MOSFETs and the GIDL RTN of non-stressed devices [3]. Therefore, AVERT 
successfully models RTN in leakage currents in DRAMs.  
 
     (a)                                                       (b) 
Figure 13 Distribution of (a) τhigh and (b) τlow using AVERT. 
 



















































Figure 14 Power spectral density of fluctuation. 
We use SPICE with IBM 90nm process design kit (PDK) and the BSIM model to 
obtain the circuit simulation result for DRAM retention time shown in Figure 15. The upper 
part of the graph depicts the waveform of a piecewise linear signal to control the resistance 
of the voltage-controlled resistor of gate leakage and GIDL in a cell transistor. The graph 
at the bottom shows that charge leaks over time after the storage node is written as ‘1.’ 
With VRT, the voltage of a storage node randomly fluctuates as leakage randomly varies, 
and charge leaks faster than it would without VRT. 
 
Figure 15 Waveforms of a control-voltage signal of a resistor (upper) and retention 


































































Figure 16 shows the results of a case study of retention time with VRT. Using 
AVERT, we obtain the degree of variability in leakage current of DRAM arrays under 
VRT. Assuming one part per million (ppm) retention errors, a lognormal distribution of 
retention time with a mean of 10 seconds, and no variability in cell capacitance whose 
nominal value is 20 fF, we add the variability of VRT to the original retention distribution 
to obtain the cumulative probability of retention failures with VRT. As a result, the number 
of retention errors increases from one ppm to 20 ppm because of VRT.  
 
Figure 16 Simulated cumulative probability of errors over retention time based on 
circuit simulations with and without VRT using AVERT. 
3.1.4 An Application Example of AVERT: A Strategy for Testing VRT 
Based on the analysis from AVERT, we propose to optimize the total test time of 
DRAM in the presence of VRT through (1) the optimization of test repetitions and (2) the 
reduction of the number of bits to be tested. Figure 17 shows the test coverage with various 
test repetitions, in the presence of VRT, using the same assumptions as in Figure 16. As 
the number of tests increases, which also increases the test time with a given time step for 
wo/ VRT + Normal
w/ VRT + Normal
w/ VRT + FF
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testing, the number of retention errors resulting from VRT in DRAM arrays decreases and 
saturates, as shown in Figure 17(b). Such a trend is useful for optimizing the test time per 
cell and determining the test coverage. With the optimal test time per cell, we can obtain 
the degree of variability in retention times of DRAM arrays in the presence of VRT using 
AVERT, which indicates how frequently a VRT bit can transition from one state to another. 
By exploiting the degree of the variation, we can reduce the total number of cells that must 
be re-tested because every VRT cell does not cause a retention error. Only transitions from 
a higher retention time to a lower retention time below the standard refresh rate (64 ms) 
such as type (d), depicted in Figure 18(a), result in retention errors. Therefore, we can 
confine the re-testing of retention time in the presence of VRT to only portions of the 
DRAM, illustrated in Figure 18(b). The decreased number of bits for testing VRT 
eventually reduces the overall test time. Assuming that maximum variation of retention 
times caused by VRT is two seconds, the test interval is 64 ms, and the other assumptions 
in Figure 16 are the same, the cumulative error rate becomes 6.78 %. Therefore, we require 
only 6.78 % of the total conventional test time with our proposed testing methods and the 
reduced number of cells. 
 
Figure 17 (a) Cumulative probability of retention errors in DRAM arrays with 
various test repetitions of VRT and (b) probability of retention errors due to VRT 
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Figure 18 (a) Different types of VRT cells: only type (d) cause a retention error due 
to the VRT phenomenon and (b) definition of portion of DRAM cells that are of 
interest based on the maximum retention time transition after model calibration. 
3.1.5 VRT Summary 
Since random fluctuations in trap-assisted GIDL and trap-assisted gate leakage cause 
VRT of a DRAM cell, an accurate profile of retention time requires prohibitive efforts for 
DRAM manufacturers to screen VRT bits during testing. To predict the impact of VRT on 
devices and support circuit simulations that are aware of VRT, we have proposed AVERT, 
an elaborate device model of RTN in leakage current and a circuit simulation methodology 
for variable retention time in DRAMs. AVERT adopts the TD model for better temporal 
and spatial configurations of traps and calculates leakage current variations of TA-GIDL 
and TA-GL considering the influence of multiple traps. Our results have shown that 
AVERT can generate stochastic RTN leakage current signals, fed to circuit simulations 
with ease after modification of a netlist so that every transistor has a voltage-controlled 
resistor, the gate-level model proposed with VRT, and the conversion of RTN current 
leakage into a piecewise linear voltage signal as a user-defined voltage source for resistors. 
Simulations based on our RTN model have shown reasonable results that closely 
correspond to results of prior empirical studies. In addition, results from circuit simulation 






















































for characterizing retention times. AVERT is useful for optimizing the test time per cell 
and predicting the variability in retention times. Based on such a degree of the variability, 
AVERT can contribute to reducing the overall or average test time of DRAM cells under 
VRT.  
 Prior publications [67] investigated the trapping /detrapping phenomenon of charge 
in high-k dielectric, and the TD model appears to be valid for high-k dielectrics. Moreover, 
because prior experimental studies [68] have shown that GIDL of high-k dielectric 
MOSFETs also exhibits RTN, the method for RTN current calculations based on the trap 
configuration is also viable with various energy levels for high-k dielectrics. Therefore, 
although our model was developed based on SiO2, AVERT is also applicable to the case 
of high-k materials. 
3.2 Architectural Impact of Row Hammering on a Memory System 
3.2.1 Typical Workloads  
Current workloads can have an activation patterns that target a few DRAM rows 
frequently. We study the possibility of row hammering using USIMM [69] and use 
workloads from the memory scheduling championship [70]. We evaluate a system with 
eight 8 Gb chips [71]. Table 1 shows the configuration for our system. Figure 19 shows the 
maximum number of activations (activation peak) of a row at the refresh rate of 64 ms for 
a few PARSEC, SPEC, BIOBENCH and COMMERCIAL benchmarks. Figure 19 shows 
that workloads have an activation peak of several thousand activations between refreshes. 
For example, MT-Fluid has 400 K activations for a single row within 64 ms. As technology 
scales these activation peaks can easily surpass the row-hammering threshold.  
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Table 1 System Configuration (Default of USIMM) 
Number of cores Two: 4-wide, 3.2GHz Number of cores Two: 4-wide, 3.2GHz 
Processor ROB size 160 Processor ROB size 160 
Cache line size 64 Byte Cache line size 64 Byte 
Last Level Cache 512 KB per core Last Level Cache 512 KB per core 
Memory bus speed 800 MHz Memory bus speed 800 MHz 
Data-rate type three (DDR3) Memory 
channels 2, each 8 GB DIMM 
data-rate type three (DDR3) Memory 
channels 2, each 8 GB DIMM 
3.2.2 Malicious Programs  
Malicious programs that frequently activate a given row can easily cause data loss 
due to row hammering. Unfortunately, such malicious programs are quite easy to write 
(they are similar to the attack kernels in [72], which can be written in about 10 lines of C 
code). Thus, for future DRAMs, row hammering not only poses a reliability issue, it also 
presents a security issue whereby a malicious program can intentionally cause data loss for 
a co-running program. In this dissertation, we present two hardware solutions to mitigate 
row hammering in DRAM memories. 
 
Figure 19 Maximum number of activations for a given row within a time period of 
one refresh interval (64 ms). 
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3.3 Circuit and System Simulation of Wearout Errors in Memory 
3.3.1 Circuit Simulation of the Impact of Frontend Wearout on eDRAM 
We utilize the IBM 90nm PDK in our simulations and exploit the structures and 
operations of eDRAM based on prior publications from IBM [74],[75]. As depicted in 
Figure 20(a), eDRAM has a basic cell structure with one transistor and one capacitor. Since 
BTI and HCI cause shifts in the threshold voltage (Vth) of a transistor, we can model the 
effects of BTI and HCI in eDRAM by changing the Vth of a cell transistor in the netlist for 
SPICE simulations. As for GTDDB, we place a 15 Ω resistor (Rgate) between a gate and a 
wordline to model the gate poly resistance and a 103 Ω~107 Ω resistor between a gate and 
either a bitline (Rgbl) or a storage node (Rgsn) to model paths resulting from GTDDB, 
illustrated in Figure 20(b). Figure 20(c) shows the architecture of an eDRAM sub-array 
including a three-transistor micro sense amplifier. 
 
                            (a)                                                 (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 20 (a) Basic cell structure of eDRAM (1T-1C), (b) a GTDDB model in a cell 


























3.3.1.1 Impact of BTI, HCI, and GTDDB on a Cell Transistor 
Figure 21 depicts the effect of the gate voltage on the threshold voltage variation 
caused by BTI. Since we exploit the charge trapping and detrapping model to understand 
the impact of BTI [76],[77], such variation relates to the trap energy, duty cycle, and stress 
time as follows: 
𝜇(∆𝑉𝑡ℎ(𝑡)) ∝ 𝜑 (𝑇, 𝐸𝐹,𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝛼)) ∙ (𝐴 + 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑡)),                           (22) 
𝜎(∆𝑉𝑡ℎ(𝑡)) ∝ 𝜑 (𝑇, 𝐸𝐹,𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝛼)) ∙ √𝐴 + 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑡),                           (23) 
where A and B are fitting constants, α is the duty cycle, and φ(T,EF) denotes the trap energy 
distribution as a function of temperature and the Fermi level [77],[78].  
 
Figure 21 The dependence of the threshold voltage shift on duty cycle, temperature, 
and gate voltage [75]. 
 Because a cell transistor in this research is an NMOS transistor, as shown in Figure 
20, we assume that positive bias temperature instability affects the cell transistor. Since the 
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transistor gets stressed from BTI during an active mode of eDRAM operations. Based on 
prior work [4], we assume that the ratio of stress time, time spent in active mode, to the 
total operating time is 20 %, which means that the duty cycle is 0.2.  
 To obtain a sense of how much Vth varies in a microprocessor with our assumptions, 
we exploit simulations from prior work [8] with various workloads, whose experimental 
setup and simulation methodology are also based on the charge trapping and detrapping 
model for BTI. Figure 22 shows variations of Vth resulting from BTI in a last-level cache 
(LLC) as a function of stress time. Using the Vth distribution, we conduct a Monte Carlo 
SPICE simulation of eDRAM circuits. Figure 23 illustrates basic write and read operations 
in an eDRAM cell. During write operations, RBL and WBL turn on the appropriate 
transistors in the read head, so that LBL is driven to either ‘1’ or ‘0.’ When WL is turned 
on, the state on the LBL is transferred to the storage node. During read operations, RBL 
and WBL disconnect LBL from the read head. The state of the storage node is transferred 
to LBL. If the result is ‘1,’ after LBL is charged up partially, the read head turns on and 
helps to pull up LBL to ‘1.’ 
 
Figure 22 Simulated Vth variation caused by BTI, which is generated based on the 
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Figure 23 Simulated waveforms of eDRAM basic operations (WR1- RD1-WR0-
RD0).  WR = write. RD = read. 
Figure 24 shows the impact of BTI on a cell transistor with Monte Carlo simulations. 
The results demonstrate that since the increased Vth of a cell transistor degrades its on-
current by 9.1 %1, BTI leads to variation in the voltage of a storage node of eDRAM cells 
during write ‘1’ operations with a mean shift of 48.1 mV (6.1 %) and a standard variation 
of 15.4 mV. The lower written voltage level of the storage node also lowers the local bitline 
voltage level during the read ‘1’ operation. However, no more degradation is found after 
bitline sense amplification. After all, an NMOS read-head transistor as a single-ended sense 
amplifier has enough sensing margin to tolerate such degradation caused by BTI because 
of the high voltage swing on the local bitline owing to the high transfer ratio of 84 %2. 
                                                 
1 If the voltage between a gate and a source is 1.7 V and Vth is 450 mV, the shift in Vth from 0 V to approximately 58 mV 
(at 8 years stress) makes only a 9.1 % decrease in drive current based on the saturation current equation of a MOSFET:  
                            .1 200,, thgsthgssatdsatd VVVVII          
2        The transfer ratio is 
                              Cs/(Cs +CLBL) 
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Figure 24 Monte Carlo simulations of the storage node waveform with the increased 
Vth due to BTI. 
 The Vth degradation of a transistor resulting from HCI depends on the stress time 
(t) as follows [79]:  
∆𝑉𝑡ℎ = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑡
𝑛,                                                 (24) 
𝐴 ∝ 𝑒(−𝛼 𝑉𝐷𝑆⁄ ),                                                 (25) 
where A and α are fitting constants and VDS is the drain voltage. From the equations, we 
notice that the shift of the Vth resulting from HCI becomes more severe as the drain voltage 
of a transistor increases. Figure 25 shows the drain voltage of a cell transistor during basic 
write and read operations. For eDRAM, a write operation of the same data as written in the 
cell and the write/read operations of data ‘0’ have a zero drain voltage, resulting in no HCI 
concerns. Hence, only write operations with a data transition from low to high are of 
interest. However, even during a write operation with a low-to-high data transition, less 
than 0.6 V is applied to the drain voltage for 250 ps. Since this is too small to generate hot 
























Figure 25 Simulated waveform of the drain voltage (VDS) during eDRAM basic 
operations. 
 To understand the effect of GTDDB on a cell transistor of eDRAM, we model paths 
formed by GTDDB in the gate oxide of a transistor as a resistor whose value decreases as 
soft-breakdown events occur. For our simulations, we exploit the percolation model 
illustrated in Figure 26 [80]. Using the PM model, the gate is partitioned into a grid and we 
statistically generate defects in the dielectric based on the stress conditions, especially the 
gate voltage. A vertical sequence of defects, a conduction path, forms a leakage path from 
a gate to either a source or a drain. Once a conduction path is formed, which is referred to 
as soft breakdown, the resistance between a gate and either a source or a drain reduces. As 
the number of soft-breakdown events increases as a function of time under stress, hard 
breakdown occurs. We define hard breakdown when a device no longer functions as a 
device or when the circuit violates performance specifications [81]. We exploit the number 
of conduction paths to calculate the resistance of both soft-breakdown and hard-breakdown 
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Figure 26 Generation of defects resulting in soft and hard breakdown paths in the 
dielectric layer (SiO2) based on the percolation model. 
 The resistance through the gate oxide is estimated by counting the number of 
conduction paths. The number of condition paths is a function of the number of defects 
generated in the percolation model, which is determined by the stress, temperature, and 
time. We plot the probability of various values of GTDDB resistance as a function of time 
in Figure 27. In the case that the size of an eDRAM LLC is 32 MB, a stress time of two 
and half years can cause at least one eDRAM cell within the 32 MB LLC to have 1 MΩ 
(106 Ω) resistance between a gate and either a source or a drain resulting from GTDDB 
based on simulation results using the percolation model.  
 
Figure 27 Simulated probability of various breakdown resistances caused by 
GTDDB as stress time increases. We assume that for a 32 MB LLC at least one 
eDRAM cell has a 1 MΩ resistance formed by GTDDB after the stress time of two 














 To obtain a sense of how small of GTDDB resistance can cause an error in eDRAM 
basic operations, we simulate a basic sequential column address strobe (CAS) operation of 
write ‘1,’ read ‘1,’ write ‘0,’ and read ‘0’ with GTDDB resistances from 103 Ω to 107 Ω, as 
shown in Figure 28. Under GTDDB between a gate and a bitline (GTDDBG-to-BL), a 
resistance as small as 105 Ω causes read ‘0’ to fail, resulting in a stuck-at-‘1’ fault, as shown 
in Figure 28(a). As can be seen from Figure 28(a), the cell state of read ‘0’ changes to ‘1.’ 
The activated wordline raises the bitline to ‘1’ causing the cell to store a ‘1,’ which is then 
read as ‘1’ because current flows from the gate to the bitline through the resistor. It can 
also be seen from Figure 28(a) that the voltage on the storage node relates to the operating 
frequency. If the period is short, then the read operation functions properly. The fault 
happens at lower operating frequencies and lower resistances. 
 Similar to the resistances for GTDDBG-to-BL, resistances resulting from GTDDB 
between a gate and a storage node (GTDDBG-to-SN) as small as 10
5 Ω also cause a read ‘0’ 
failure with an operating period of 2 ns, also leading to a stuck-at-‘1’ fault, as shown in 
Figure 28(b). 
3.3.1.2 Impact of BTI, HCI, and GTDDB on a Cell Capacitor 
Note that the variation of the threshold voltage due to BTI relates to the trap energy, 
the duty cycle, and the stress time in (22) and (23). Since the trap energy increases as the 
gate voltage increases, an increase in the gate voltage results in more variation in the 
threshold voltage. Note that the voltage between a cell storage node and a cell plate node 
is about 0.8 V with data ‘1’ and zero with data ‘0,’ which is much less than that of a cell 
transistor, which experiences 0.9 V with data ‘1’ and the boosted wordline voltage of 1.7 
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V with data ‘0.’ Since degradation by BTI depends on bias, the impact of BTI on a cell 
capacitor is much less severe than on a cell transistor. Hence, we neglect the impact of BTI 
on a cell capacitor. 
 
Figure 28 Simulation results of GTDDB (WR1-RD1-WR0-RD0): (a) GTDDBG-to-BL 
and (b) GTDDBG-to-SN. SN = storage node. 
 HCI occurs when a hot carrier is formed by the bias between a source and a drain, 
causing it to penetrate the oxide and fill traps. However, because no drain voltage is applied, 
the cell capacitor does not suffer from hot carriers. Therefore, we ignore HCI in the cell 
capacitor. 
 To estimate lifetime degradation resulting from GTDDB, we exploit equations 
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,                                                 (26) 
𝑡𝑓 ∝ 𝑒
−𝛾𝑉𝑔𝑠,                                                 (27) 
where tf is the time-to-failure at the 63 % cumulative percentile of failure, W and L are the 
width and the length of a device, respectively, β is the Weibull shape parameter (1.64), γ is 
the voltage acceleration factor (e.g., 5.6 at 125 oC), and Vgs is the gate voltage.  
 For the calculation of lifetime degradation using (26) and (27), we employ the 
dimensions of a cell transistor and a cell capacitor for the 65 nm node that are summarized 
in Table 2 as a case study. The area (WL) of the cell transistor is 0.0144 μm2 [83] and that 
of the cell capacitor is 0.205 μm2 [84]. Because of GTDDB, the lifetime of a cell capacitor 
is expected to degrade 5.05 times as fast as that of a cell transistor. In addition, since a cell 
capacitor is stressed during almost all of the execution time although a cell transistor is 
stressed during write, read, and refresh operations, a cell capacitor degrades four times as 
fast as a cell transistor, assuming that the portion of the operation time out of total runtime 
is 20 %. However, note that the gate voltages of 1.7 V for data ‘0’ and 0.9 V for data ‘1’ 
are applied to a cell transistor, and the bias of 0 V for data ‘0’ and 0.8 V for data ‘1’ are 
applied to a cell capacitor. Assuming that the signal probability of having data ‘1’ is 35 % 
in an LLC [4], the reduction in the lifetime of a cell capacitor resulting from GTDDB is 
0.0035 times less than that of a cell transistor. All in all, the lifetime degradation resulting 
from GTDDB in a cell capacitor is only 7.15 % of that in a cell transistor. Since a cell 
capacitor may have 14 times as long a lifetime as a cell transistor under GTDDB, we 
neglect the impact of GTDDB on a cell capacitor in this work. 
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Table 2 Design parameters of eDRAM at the 65nm node 
Cell Cap. Size Cell Tr. Cell Tr. 
Depth 6.8 μm Width 120 nm 
Opening 98 nm Length 120 nm 
Tox
 2.35 nm Tox 3 nm 
 
3.3.2 A Simulation Methodology for Estimating Memory Reliability Degradation 
Resulting from Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown—TDDB-Emerald 
3.3.2.1 Introduction 
Because of not only the need for fabrication compatibility with logic fabrication 
processes, but also the need for fast and reliable performance, SRAM has played an 
important role as register files and cache memories in modern computer systems. However, 
continuous scaling down to small dimensions causes new types of wearout challenges in 
SRAMs. Since MTDDB is one of the growing concerns in terms of reliability, investigating 
the impact of MTDDB on SRAMs is essential for ensuring reliable operations of SRAMs 
for next-generation technology nodes. 
In this research, we introduce a methodology for Estimating MEmory ReliAbiLity 
Degradation (TDDB-Emerald) based on device-level time-to-failure models for time-
dependent dielectric breakdown mechanisms. Using such models, we estimate the time-to-
failure of each potential location in an SRAM cell. With a physical design of the SRAM 
cell, we define the potential locations of resistive short defects resulting from each time-
dependent dielectric breakdown mechanism in an SRAM cell. We implement a bottom-up 
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approach where we first estimate time-to-failure of each potential defect location from 
device-level models of the characteristic lifetime resulting from each time-dependent 
dielectric breakdown mechanism. By combining the time-to-failure of each location, we 
estimate the lifetime of each SRAM cell in a memory component. Lifetimes of SRAM cells 
coalesce into lifetimes of each memory functional block, which are further combined to 
estimate the lifetime of the memory system.  
3.3.2.2 Modeling of Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown in SRAMs 
Figure 29 depicts circuit-level resistance models for potential defects resulting from 
GTDDB, BTDDB, and MTDDB in an SRAM cell. Time-dependent dielectric breakdown 
in a transistor causes breakdown in a dielectric, forming a resistive short defect between 
neighboring conducting materials. Using resistors, we model such possible short defects 













































Figure 29 Transistor-level models for potential locations of resistive short defects 
resulting from time-dependent dielectric breakdown mechanisms: (a) gate dielectric 
breakdown (G1~G8) and middle-of-the-line dielectric breakdown (M1~M8) and (b) 




3.3.2.2.1 Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown in the Front-end-of-the-Line 
We define potential defects resulting from GTDDB in an SRAM cell as resistances 
G1~G8. Since GTDDB leads to a resistive short defect between the gate and either the 
source or the drain of a transistor, each transistor can have two resistors, one for the source 
and the other for the drain. For every node of G1~G8, we check which data condition 
causes GTDDB stress for a gate dielectric. If data ‘High’ is stored on node Q in an SRAM 
cell, the NMOS transistor, MN2, is stressed during the time when logic ‘1’ is stored. Since 
data ‘High’ results in data ‘Low’ at node, QB, the PMOS transistor, MP1, is stressed. For 
the case with data ‘Low’ stored on node, QB, in an SRAM cell, the PMOS transistor, MP2, 
is stressed and degraded by GTDDB. Data ‘High’ at node Q, driven by data ‘Low’ at node 
QB, causes the NMOS transistor, MN1, to be stressed by GTDDB. Once we obtain the 
information on stress time during operations, we can estimate reliability degradation 
resulting from GTDDB for each location, G1-G8, in an SRAM cell. 
3.3.2.2.2 Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown in the Backend-of-the-Line 
BTDDB occurs in a dielectric between neighboring metal lines. We investigate 
possible wearout locations in terms of BTDDB based on an example physical design of an 
SRAM cell [85]-[86], illustrated in Figure 30. Using resistances B1~B9 shown in Figure 
29(b), we model potential short defects caused by BTDDB. For each potential defect site, 
we examine when a node is stressed resulting from BTDDB. For the case of data ‘High’ at 
node, Q, dielectrics associated with B1, B6, and B7 are stressed. However, for the case of 
data ‘Low’ at node, Q, only the dielectric associated with B5 is stressed. Regardless of the 
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data stored at node Q, dielectrics B2, B3, and B4 are stressed. Dielectrics at B8 and B9 are 
stressed only if the opposite data are applied to the adjacent bitline and bitline bar. 
 
Figure 30 An example of a physical design of an SRAM cell. 
 
3.3.2.2.3 Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown in the Middle-of-the-Line 
MTDDB occurs in the spacer dielectric between the gate of a transistor and a 
contact on either the source or the drain of a transistor. After finding contacts that may 
cause MTDDB in a physical design of an SRAM cell in Figure 30, we determine the 
possible nodes that are vulnerable to MTDDB. Using resistances M1~M8 shown in Figure 
29(a), we model potential short defects caused by MTDDB. For all such defect locations, 
we examine when a node is stressed due to MTDDB. When data at the node Q is ‘High,’ 
dielectric locations, M3 and M6, are stressed. However, when data at the node Q is ‘Low,’ 
dielectric locations, M4 and M5, are stressed. Dielectric locations, M1, M2, M7 and M8, 































3.3.2.3 Simulation Methodology of Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown in SRAMs 
Our simulation methodology is built with a bottom-up approach, illustrated in 
Figure 31. First, using device-level time-to-failure models resulting from each time-
dependent dielectric breakdown mechanism in (19)-(29), we estimate the lifetime 
degradation of each location vulnerable to each wearout mechanism in an SRAM cell. 
Potential resistive short defect locations for each mechanism in an SRAM cell are based 
on the observations in the section of 3.3.2.2. In this work, we employ the open-source 
microprocessor of Leon3 as a case study, whose block diagram is depicted in Figure 32. 
To estimate the lifetime of a memory functional block (e.g., I-Cache, D-Cache, I-TLB, D-
TLB, and Register files), we combine all lifetime distributions from all SRAM cells, which 
coalesce into the lifetime distributions of each memory block. Finally, we gather all 
degradation information of each memory unit to estimate the lifetime distribution of the 
whole memory system.  
To calculate the characteristic lifetime of each location using (19)-(29), we exploit 
fitting constants and Weibull parameters from prior experimental work [1]-[16]. We 
employ Synopsys 28 nm PDK. To obtain activity profiles, that is, the stress probability and 
toggle rate, for every SRAM cell, we exploit commercial tools [87] and input the RTL code 
of a microprocessor [88] and input vectors from open-source benchmarks [89]. After full 
custom layout based on an example physical design of an SRAM cell [85],[86], we gather 





















Figure 31 Simulation methodology for estimating memory lifetime distributions. 
TTF denotes time-to-failure. 
 
Figure 32 A block diagram of the Leon3 microprocessor [88], which includes 
























3.3.2.4 Simulation Results 
Using the simulation methodology described in the previous section, we simulate 
the lifetime degradation of a memory system taking all three time-dependent dielectric 
breakdown mechanisms into account. Among process variations, we investigate the effect 
of misalignment in the photolithography step on the reliability degradation resulting from 
MTDDB, depicted in Figure 33. If photolithography misalignment widens the space of the 
spacer between a contact and the gate of a transistor, which results in a positive 
misalignment in the graph, such variation enhances the MTDDB reliability of a spacer 
dielectric, reducing the electrical field between a contact and the gate. However, the 
opposite direction of misalignment, which presents negative misalignment in the graph, 
reduces the space between a contact and the gate of a transistor, accelerating the reliability 
degradation of a spacer dielectric resulting from MTDDB.  
 
Figure 33  The effect of misalignment in the space between a contact on a source or 
a drain and a gate of a transistor on the lifetime degradation resulting from 
MTDDB. A positive sign denotes a wider space caused by misalignment. 
The scaling of feature sizes without a reduction in the photolithographic wavelength 
has resulted in more complex patterning processes, including multiple patterning 
lithography, such as double patterning for 22 nm six-transistor (6T)-SRAMs [90] and triple 
































aggravates the risk of misalignment error, resulting from offset in opposite directions 
during different patterning steps. Misalignment not only affects MTDDB, but also BTDDB, 
when multiple patterning lithography is employed in lithography for the backend-of-the-
line.  
We break down contributions of each memory functional block to lifetime 
degradation resulting from time-dependent dielectric breakdown, as shown in Figure 34. 
Since two cache blocks for instructions and data take up a large percentage of the total area 
of the microprocessor, they significantly degrade the lifetime of the memory system.  
 
Figure 34 Area ratio of each memory block and contribution breakdown of each 
memory block to lifetime degradation resulting from time-dependent dielectric 
breakdown. 
In Figure 35, we investigate the impact of each mechanism on the lifetime 
degradation of each memory functional block. Contributions from each wearout 
mechanism for all the memory blocks, except the register file, are similar. The difference 
between the register file and the caches result from the different usage profiles. In Figure 
36, we analyze the effects of memory functional blocks on the lifetime degradation 
resulting from each wearout mechanism. Similar to the results from Figure 34, the main 










contributors to wearout caused by all three mechanisms are the two large memory units, 
the D-Cache and the I-Cache.  
 
Figure 35 Contribution breakdown of each time-dependent dielectric breakdown 
mechanism to lifetime degradation in each memory block. 
 
Figure 36 Contribution breakdown of each memory block to lifetime degradation 
resulting from time-dependent dielectric breakdown due to GTDDB, MTDDB, and 
BTDDB. 
We simulate the cumulative probability of failure resulting from time-dependent 
dielectric breakdown due to GTDDB, BTDDB, and MTDDB with the general usage 
scenario [92] at the supply voltage of 1 V and the temperature of 25 ºC, shown in Figure 
37. In our case study, since MTDDB dominates the lifetime degradation of the memory 
system, the overall cumulative probability of failure of the memory system approximates 






























Figure 37 Simulated cumulative probability of failure resulting from each of time-
dependent dielectric mechanism, that is, GTDDB, MTDDB, and BTDDB, and the 
combined effect of all three mechanisms in the memory system of the Leon3 
processor. 
In (19)-(21), the time-to-failure of each wearout mechanism depends on the voltage 
and the temperature of the operating conditions. With various stress conditions of various 
voltages and temperatures, we simulate the time-to-failure of a memory system degraded 
by the time-dependent dielectric breakdown mechanisms. Figure 38-Figure 41 show the 
characteristic lifetimes for each wearout mechanism, as this is when 63 % of the population 
has failed. The characteristic lifetime indicates the sensitivity of the full lifetime 
distribution to voltage and temperature stress. 
 
Figure 38 Simulated time-to-failure of the memory system in the Leon3 degraded by 


































































Figure 39 Simulated time-to-failure of the memory system in the Leon3 degraded by 
BTDDB with various stress conditions for temperature and voltage. 
 
Figure 40 Simulated time-to-failure of the memory system in the Leon3 degraded by 
MTDDB with various stress conditions for temperature and voltage. 
 
Figure 41 Simulated time-to-failure of the memory system in the Leon3 degraded by 
time-dependent dielectric breakdown, including GTDDB, BTDDB, and MTDDB, 

















































































At a high gate voltage, GTDDB degrades the lifetime of the memory system 
severely. However, at a high temperature, we may experience more memory failures 
resulting from BTDDB. As for MTDDB, both high voltage and high temperature reduce 
the time-to-failure of the memory system significantly.  
By putting all wearout mechanisms together, we obtain the time-to-failure map of 
the memory system with various stress methodology, after obtaining Weibull parameters 
of each time-dependent dielectric breakdown mechanism based on the device-level test 
structures designed for each mechanism, we can estimate the lifetime of the memory 
system.  
It can be seen from the figures that the probability of failure due to GTDDB is 
dominant at voltages that are higher than 1.4 V. On the other hand, MTDDB is accelerated 
by both temperature and voltage and is dominant at voltages below 1.4 V and notably at 
use conditions. BTDDB failures increase with temperature. However, there are no test 
conditions where BTDDB is dominant.  
3.3.2.5 Summary 
This work presents a method that estimates a lifetime distribution of a memory 
system in a microprocessor resulting from time-dependent dielectric breakdown, taking all 
three time-dependent dielectric breakdown mechanisms into account, i.e. frontend/middle/ 
backend-of-the-line time-dependent dielectric breakdown. We investigate possible defect 
locations in an SRAM cell for frontend/middle/backend-of-the-line dielectric breakdown. 
From the device-level models of the lifetime distribution based on the Weibull distribution 
for each breakdown mechanism, we estimate the lifetime distribution due to each potential 
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resistive defect node in an SRAM cell. After combining all lifetime distributions of each 
node for each wearout mechanism, we estimate the lifetime distribution of each memory 
functional component, which coalesces into the lifetime distribution of a memory system. 
Using the open-source microprocessor, Leon3, as a case study, our simulator estimates the 
lifetime degradation of a memory system resulting from time-dependent dielectric 
breakdown while taking operating conditions into account. 
3.3.3 Investigation Impacts of Wearout on DRAM Cell Behavior 
The most common wearout mechanisms are BTI, HCI, GTDDB, MTDDB, 
BTDDB, EM, and SIV. BTI, HCI, GTDDB, and MTDDB affect the devices, and BTDDB, 
EM, and SIV affect the interconnect. They all result in permanent faults in field operations. 
BTI and HCI cause device degradation. GTDDB, MTDDB, and BTDDB eventually result 
in shorts, while EM and SIV over time cause opens. A picture of the DRAM cell and fault 
locations is shown in Figure 42-Figure 43.  
 






















































Figure 43 (a) Potential wearout failures in the cell layout of DRAM cells [23] and (b) 
circuit-level models of wearout failures in DRAM cells. Short failures (S1-S4) and 
open failures (O1-O3) result from TDDB and SIV/EM, respectively. 
Prior studies have investigated the impact of front-end-of-the-line wearout 
mechanisms such as BTI, HCI, and GTDDB on DRAMs [13]-[18]. BTI and HCI are 
associated with the gradual degradation of device characteristics, especially the threshold 
voltage. Such increases in the threshold voltage degrade the operating performances of 
transistors, such as the cell transistor, the equalizing transistor, and the precharge transistor, 
degrading the AC characteristics of a DRAM cell, such as retention time (tRET), write 
recovery time (tWR), and precharge time (tRP) [93]-[95]. Although these failures are 
dependent on operating conditions, such as temperature, voltage, and operating frequency, 



































































































































Once degradation is sufficient to violate the AC DRAM specifications, these faults can be 
detected as hard faults which ECCs repetitively detect in the same memory location.  
Since GTDDB in a cell transistor creates a path between a gate to either a source 
(S3) or a drain (S4) of a cell transistor, such a bridge between nodes of a transistor results 
in a stuck-at-‘1’ fault in a read ‘0’ operation [95]. Similarly, middle-of-the-line time-
dependent dielectric breakdown, which has been investigated as one of the largest 
contributors to wearout failures in transistors in the 20nm technology node and beyond 
[12],[44],[96], also can form a bridging fault between a gate and either a source (S3) or a 
drain (S4) of a cell transistor, leading to a stuck-at-‘1’ fault during a read ‘0’ operation, 
similar to GTDDB. GTDDB in the cell transistor causes a tRET failure. Over time this 
fault is detected by ECCs as a stuck-at-zero fault when the gate dielectric loses its integrity 
resulting from increased leakage from the storage node (S3).  
Back-end-of-the-line wearout, such as BTDDB, EM, and SIV, also cause faults in 
memories [13],[16]-[18],[97]-[98]. Since BTDDB causes a bridging fault between adjacent 
metal lines, if such a bridge is formed between adjacent wordlines (S2) or bitlines (S1), 
data from a wordline or a bitline will show multiple errors in a word or in a dataline. ECCs, 
such SECDED, cannot correct such catastrophic failures in a bank. Other fault-tolerant 
techniques, such as a chipkill, are necessary for such clustered failures. Note that the target 
faults of the proposed scheme are not such block failures, but single- or double-bit errors 
that ECCs can detect.  
Since SIV and EM cause open failures (O1-O3) in a via [13],[16]-[18],[97]-
[97][98],[99], such wearout causes a stuck-open fault, preventing access to a DRAM cell. 
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If a via on a bitline (O1) or a wordline (O3) becomes open because of SIV or EM, writing 
data to a DRAM cell or reading data from a DRAM cell is impossible. Therefore, data read 
from such a cell is determined by the precharge level of the bitline, mismatch between a 
bitline and a bitline bar (reference node of a bitline), and an offset of the bitline sense 
amplifier. Such read data, predetermined by conditions of the read path, exhibits a stuck-
at-fault during read operations, since this behavior is repeated for all read operations. 
Similarly, if there is an open via between the access transistor and the storage cell (O2), 
the storage capacitor becomes very small and cannot influence the bitline, again causing 
stuck-at behavior determined by parasitics in the read path.  
Many prior studies have also demonstrated the prevalence of soft errors, caused by 
neutron-induced cosmic rays with high energy, B fission induced by neutrons, and alpha 
particles, in memories [100]. Therefore, this work takes both soft and hard faults into 
account in detecting and identifying faults in DRAMs during field operations.  
Wearout progresses with time. This means that incrementally, wearout faults are 
single bit faults. Over time, multiple bit faults will develop. However, this work aims to 
incrementally find locations of single bit errors and fix them, prior to the development of 




CHAPTER 4. MITIGATION TECHNIQUES FOR ERRORS IN 
MEMORY 
4.1 Row-Hammering-Aware Memory System 
Mitigation of row hammering can be done by sending a proactive activation to the 
victim rows before the target row crosses the row-hammering threshold. Such a proactive 
activation acts as a refresh command for the victim rows, and refreshes the contents of 
these rows, thereby preventing data loss due to the activity of the neighboring rows. We 
propose two schemes, counter-based row activation (CRA) and probabilistic row activation 
(PRA). CRA scheme tracks activations for each row and provides guaranteed mitigation, 
whereas PRA is a probabilistic scheme that avoids storage overhead and yet provides 
highly robust mitigation. 
4.1.1 Counter-Based Row Activation 
The CRA scheme maintains a row activation counter (RAC) for every row to keep 
track of the number of activations to each row. These activation counters are incremented 
when the row is activated and cleared when mitigation is performed. As soon as the number 
of activations of a target row is equal to the row-hammering threshold, the victim rows 
associated with the given row gets activated. Such proactive dummy activations of victim 
rows refresh their data and prevent data corruption caused by row hammering. To cope 
with future memory systems with lower row-hammering threshold, this work employs 2-
byte (16 bits) long activation counter per row that can count up to 64 K activations per 
refresh cycle. For an 8 GB memory system with one million rows, the total size of the 
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counters for all rows will be 2 MB. However, it is impractical to devote multi megabyte of 
on-chip SRAM storage for storing the counter of CRA. Instead, we propose a CRA 
implementation that stores the counters in a reserved area in the DRAM (0.0375 percent of 
main memory reserved for the counters). To mitigate performance penalty of counter 
accesses we employ a dedicated counter cache on chip. A memory controller checks the 
counter-cache for activation counters and caches them from the reserved area. The reserved 
area is only accessed on a counter-cache miss for activation counters. Every access to the 
reserved area brings a cache line with activation counters for 32 contiguous rows, which 
ensures high locality in the counter-cache. In steady state, rows with frequent accesses and 
high locality will have their counters cached. A memory controller increments the counter 
of row activated and clears the counter after a row is refreshed or on mitigation. Figure 44 
shows the sequence of events for CRA.  
 
Figure 44 Sequence of memory operations with CRA. 
Figure 45 shows the performance impact of CRA on execution time, as the size of 
the on-chip counter cache is varied. Even though we used a 32 K threshold for this study, 
the performance degradation stems mainly from the memory accesses for the counters. 
With a counter cache of 128 KB, CRA scheme has less than 0.5 percent performance 
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degradation, while ensuring that the victim rows get refreshed before the target row reaches 
the threshold. 
 
Figure 45 Impact on execution time from CRA (Row Hammering threshold of 32 K). 
4.1.2 Probabilistic Row Activation 
The PRA scheme avoids the storage overhead of the CRA scheme by obviating any 
tracking structures. Instead, it performs a row activation of the neighboring rows with a 
small probability every time a given row is accessed. For example, if the probability of 
activation is set to 0.1 percent, then for each row activation, the memory controller consults 
a random number generator to find if the proactive activations must be issued. If so, the 
memory controller proactively inserts activations for the two neighboring rows for the row 
being accessed. The key insight for PRA is that hammered rows will have frequent 
activations and hence are highly likely to get selected for probabilistic mitigation. 
4.1.2.1 Analysis 
Let us consider a system that performs dummy activations of neighboring rows on 
each access with a probability N. The probability of a target row not being activated after 
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M activations in total within a refresh rate and resulting in a potential system failure is 
given by (28): 
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = (1 − 𝑁)




.                                              (28) 
If we perform these proactive dummy activations with a very small probability, 





𝑁 = 𝑒−1 for very small values of N, we deduce (29) from (28): 
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 𝑒
−𝑀∙𝑁.                                              (29) 
From (29), the probability that the system will have no errors is given by (30): 
𝑃𝑛𝑜−𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 1 − 𝑒
−𝑀∙𝑁.                                              (30) 
Let the system during its lifetime have K such instances. The probability of having 
no failures in the entire lifetime of the system is given by (31): 
𝑃𝑛𝑜−𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 = (1 − 𝑒
−𝑀∙𝑁)𝑘.                                        (31) 
Subsequently, the probability of at least having one failure during its total runtime 
is given by (32): 
𝑃𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 1 − (1 − 𝑒
−𝑀∙𝑁)𝑘.                                         (32) 
In the worst case, if N = 0.1 %, M = 32K (row hammering threshold) and for 
runtime of 10 years, K ≈ 25 billion; then (33) and (34) shows that the probability of data 
loss with PRA would be 1 in ten million, over a period of 10 years: 
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𝑃𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 1 − (1 − 𝑒
−32𝐾×0.001)25×10
9
.                               (33) 




≈ 10−7.                                          (34) 
The failure probability could be made as low as 10-120, with a N=1 %. Thus, even 
though PRA does not require any storage structures, it can still provide very robust 
protection against row hammering, even at very small row hammering threshold. 
4.1.2.2 Results 
Figure 46 shows the impact of PRA on execution time, as the probability of dummy 
activation is increased from 1 to 0.01 percent. Higher probability of issuing dummy 
activation (N) degrades the performance of most workloads. For example, probability of 
activation of 1 percent results in 2 percent increase of activations. On an average, this 
increases the execution time by around 2 percent. As the probability of issuing dummy 
activation is reduced to 0.1 percent, the performance degradation is negligible (<0.2 percent 
on average). Thus, PRA avoids both storage and performance overhead of CRA, and still 
provides robust mitigation to row hammering. 
4.1.3 Row Hammering Summary 
Frequent activations to a row can influence neighboring DRAM cells and cause data 
corruption due to row hammering. To mitigate row hammering, we propose two 
architectural solutions: counter-based row activation and probabilistic row activation. We 
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expect row hammering to become even more severe for future memory chips. An 
experimental study [73] demonstrates that row hammering is indeed prevalent in modern 
DRAM chips, and their measured threshold of 128 K is consistent with our 130 K based on 
our theoretical model. Technology scaling accelerates row hammering and makes DRAM 
vulnerable to other sources of errors. We show that architectural solutions can help mitigate 
such errors efficiently and thus help with DRAM scaling. 
 
Figure 46 Impact on execution time from PRA. 
4.2 Wearout Errors in Memory Systems—ECC-Aspirin 
4.2.1 Introduction 
DRAM has been widely used as main memory in computer systems because of its 
high capacity at a low cost. To achieve low cost per bit, DRAMs continue to scale down to 
smaller feature sizes. As a result, core arrays of a memory have become extremely dense. 
Because of such high densities, cells are more vulnerable to reliability issues. Reduced 
scaling of the supply voltage, less than the scaling of the feature sizes, raises further 
reliability concerns in comparison with previous fabrication process technology 
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generations. For the enhancement of memory yield, DRAM manufacturers have employed 
hard repair techniques that replace bad cells in memory arrays with good cells using spare 
rows and columns. Before DRAM products are released, errors are screened and repaired 
with spare rows and columns. However, as DRAMs operate in the field, both soft and hard 
errors also occur, since memory cells are stressed and wear out over time. As a result, errors 
resulting from wearout, unless corrected or repaired, may cause failure of memories in the 
field. Such system failures result in degradation of system performances and the cost of 
replacing faulty DIMMs.  
Recent field studies on DRAM errors have reported several remarkable 
observations [26]-[28]. First, these large-scale field studies have found that contrary to 
common assumptions that soft errors dominate hard errors, hard errors outnumber soft 
errors. Second, they have also found that errors are correlated in time and space. Although 
single-bit errors are dominant, correctable errors are highly likely to be followed by errors 
with the same address and in the same column and row. Consequently, such errors may 
advance to uncorrectable errors that cause an expensive system crash requiring the 
replacement of DIMMs and downtime for the system. Moreover, architectural studies have 
shown that memory access patterns are not uniformly random. Instead, a few rows are 
excessively accessed [29],[30]. Such observations proclaim that solely relying on 
SECDED ECCs cannot sustain a memory system with aging errors in the field. This 
argument is supported by plotting the reliability of a 2 Gbyte ECC-DIMM with 25,000 to 
75,000 FITs per billion hours of operation per Mbit in a DIMM [26], shown in Figure 47. 
From the simulation results, after 1.85 years of operation with 75,000 FITs per Mbit in a 
DIMM, 50 % of DIMMs fail. Although ECCs correct a single-bit error in a word, the 
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presence of a corrected error in a word increases the probability of a memory failure caused 
by a double-bit error in a word that ECCs cannot cover. Therefore, allowing ECCs to 
correct single-bit errors is not the ultimate solution for extending the lifetime and the 
reliability of DRAMs. 
 
Figure 47 The number of errors and reliability of a 2 Gbyte ECC-DIMM with 
25,000 and 75,000 FITs per Mbit (corresponding to 0.4 and 1.2 errors per hour).  
Reliability is the probability of survival [101]. 
Studies that have targeted embedded memories [23][24] and main memories [31] 
have proposed combined schemes with ECCs and repair, i.e. with BIST and/or BISR. Such 
studies have also investigated a PPR scheme for DRAMs. Such a repair scheme is used for 
manufacturing errors, not for aging errors that occur during field operations [24]. Moreover, 
because current BIST and/or BISR technology cannot cover all DRAM test requirements, 
DRAM manufacturers still rely on automatic test equipment (ATE). As a result, BIST and 
BISR have not been implemented in commercial DRAMs. This work focuses on standard 
DRAMs—main memories that do not contain either BIST or BISR.  
Assuming that a memory system without either BIST or BISR is an ECC-DIMM 
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errors in DRAMs. We exploit ECCs for detecting faults in field operations. For correctable 
errors3, to minimize performance degradation and storage overhead, we propose a detection 
method that temporarily stores fail addresses of correctable errors occurring during field 
operations in the LLC. When detecting faults, we propose an ECC-activated fault-type 
identification of both correctable and uncorrectable errors using the proposed test flow of 
Read-Write-Read-Compare and Read-Invert-Write-Read-Compare, which distinguishes 
hard errors from soft errors and finds the error locations in DRAM chips with a finer 
granularity than a word. After identifying the error type and location, we propose a method 
in which a memory controller finds an available storage in the anti-fuse arrays of DRAMs.  
By frequently eliminating correctable errors that indicate potential locations of 
uncorrectable errors in a word, our ECC-assisted post-package repair scheme enhances the 
reliability of a memory system. Using a simulator that estimates the yield of a memory 
accounting for the errors in manufacturing and their repair schemes, we demonstrate the 
feasibility of our proposed post-package repair scheme with negligible overhead in terms 
of area and performance.  
4.2.2 A Conventional DRAM Repair Scheme 
4.2.2.1 Spare rows and columns 
Figure 48(a) illustrates a conventional wafer-level repair scheme that exploits spare 
rows and columns to replace faulty rows and columns. The comparator logic that checks 
whether accessed row/column addresses match faulty row/column addresses stored in fuses 
                                                 
3We classify errors in a word into two types: a correctable error (CE), that is, a single-bit error in a word that SECDED ECCs can correct 
and an uncorrectable error (UE), that is, a double-bit error in a word that SECDED ECCs can detect, but not correct. 
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is shown in Figure 49(a). If the addresses match, the driving circuit in the comparator 
activates the corresponding redundant row/column instead of the normal row/column. 
Otherwise, the driving circuit activates the normal row/column. Since infant failures may 
still include clustered errors, column or row failures, and peripheral logic errors, spare rows 
























































(a)                                                     (b) 
Figure 48 (a) A conventional DRAM repair scheme using spare rows and columns 
and (b) segmented spare columns, which are redundant resources with a finer 
























(a)                                                     (b) 
Figure 49 (a) Comparator logic for conventional remapping and (b) circuit-level 
modifications of comparator logic for segmented column redundancy for use in 
post-package repair [101]. 
4.2.2.2 Segmented column repair with finer granularity 
Based on observations that most aging errors are single bits, but such errors are 
likely to have multiple failures with the same address and in the same column or row [26], 
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to replace such aging errors, we require redundant resources whose granularity is finer than 
that of the conventional spare rows and columns for single-bit aging errors. Since spare 
rows and columns sacrifice several thousand good cells even for repairing only a single-bit 
error in a row/column, we propose to use redundancies with finer granularity to enable 
DRAMs to efficiently repair aging errors in a column. To do so, we exploit the segmented 
spare column technique [102]. In this technique, multiple errors in various arrays share a 
spare column, as illustrated in Figure 48(b) which shows four segments in each row as an 
example. Using a spare row, we can replace multiple errors in various segments at the same 
time. Such segmentation enhances the efficiency of the spare column by at most a factor 
of four.  
Since a row decoder already has segment information that can be obtained after 
decoding several bits of either the most or least significant row-address bits, depending on 
the row address distribution of a memory architecture, we can implement a segmented 
spare column scheme by just feeding several decoded row addresses to column decoders. 
The row address specifies the portion of the segmented redundancy used to correct faults 
in the specified column address. The fail addresses of several columns that share a spare 
column are multiplexed in the column decoder to activate a spare column, as illustrated in 
Figure 49(b). In the example, the decoded row addresses indicate the segmented block 
information (Block0~3). If a portion of a column is faulty, the column decoder selects the 
appropriate redundant segment. We store various fail column addresses in anti-fuse arrays 
(Anti-fuses0~3) which are selected and delivered to the comparator according to the 
controlling values of the segment (Block0~3). The rest of the operations are the same as 
conventional remapping.  
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4.2.2.3 Storage Elements for Fail Addresses 
To store fail addresses for remapping, DRAMs employ laser fuses. For 
programming fuses, an external laser is the source of energy that cuts the metal fuse. Since 
metal fuses should be exposed to air for the laser cut, a laser fuse is nonprogrammable after 
packaging. Thus, a laser fuse cannot be used as a storage element for fail addresses in post-
package repair. For DRAMs that exploit laser fuses for wafer-level repair, another type of 
fail-address storage programmable after packaging is required for use with redundant 
resources for post-package repair of aging errors. Recently, one-time programmable 
memories, such as e-fuse, EPROM, and anti-fuse, have been introduced in DRAMs for 
both wafer-level and post-package repair [33]. To incorporate redundant resources 
dedicated to manufacturing- level repair into redundant resources for PPR, we assume that 
anti-fuse arrays [103] are available for both wafer-level repair and PPR in DRAMs. 
4.2.3 The Proposed Scheme for Post-Package Repair 
The purpose of this work is to develop a post-package repair scheme for a main 
memory system that conventionally is not equipped with a memory BISR scheme that 
consists of three basic blocks, BIST, BIRA, and address reconfiguration (AR) for 
remapping, as illustrated in Figure 50. Similar to a BISR scheme, the proposed scheme has 
three steps, which are fault detection (FD), fault identification (FI), and fault repair (FR).  
We exploit ECCs instead of BIST for in-field fault detection. In the fault-
identification step, since faults detected by ECCs contain both stuck-at faults and 
intermittent faults, we propose a method that distinguishes hard errors from soft ones and 














Figure 50 Conventional post-package repair using BISR including BIST, BIRA, and 
AR for embedded memories. 
commands—Read-Write-Read-Compare for CEs and Read-Invert-Write-Read-Compare 
for UEs—and a small circuit-level modification in DRAM chips, we identify types and 
locations of faults in a word with a finer granularity than an eight-byte word. After 
identifying the type and the location of a fault, the DRAM stores the fail address in the 
anti-fuse for remapping in post-package repair. To reduce the area overhead of storage for 
remapping, the remaining manufacturing-level redundancies are used to repair aging errors 
















Figure 51  Similar to BISR, the proposed PPR scheme without BISR for DRAMs 
consists of three steps: fault detection, fault identification, and fault repair. 
4.2.3.1 Fault Detection Using ECCs During Field Operations 
Figure 52 depicts the conventional and proposed test/repair flow and field 





































Figure 52 Conventional flow of manufacturing-level test/repair and field operations 
with ECCs for DRAMs and the proposed test and repair flow for aging errors in 
DRAMs. 
returns to normal operations. Since we want to ensure that system performance does not 
degrade, interrupting normal operations for identifying whether an error is a hard or soft 
error is undesirable in a fault detection step. Therefore, to minimize performance overheads 
for fault-type identification in a fault detection step without interrupting normal operations, 
we propose a hard-fault detection method (HFD) where a memory controller checks if an 
error repeats with the same address. Since a soft error rarely occurs twice in the same 
location, repetition is a good indicator of a hard failure or an aging error. 
 
 
Figure 53 illustrates the scheme to identify the fail address of a correctable hard 
error. To increase confidence in determining if an error is a hard failure, a fail-address 
lookup table (FALT) is allocated in the last-level cache for enabling the memory controller 
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to store and to track potential fail addresses with a counter. This work presents a case study 
with a two-bit counter. Whenever a memory controller corrects an error in a word, it looks 
up the address in the FALT and searches for an entry with the fail address that matches the 
current fail address. If the memory controller finds a match between the current fail address 
and one in the lookup table, it increases the counter bit of the entry, whose maximum 
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Figure 53 Detecting errors using ECCs and employing the fail-address lookup table 
(FALT) for temporarily storing the fail addresses of correctable errors occurring 
during in-field operations until the fault-identification step is activated when the 
FALT is full. 
If there is no match, the memory controller seeks an available entry whose counter 
bit is 002. If the memory controller finds one, it stores the address in the entry and increases 
its counter bit to 012. If the memory controller fails to find either a match or available space 
whose counter bit is 002 in the FALT, it replaces an entry with the smallest counter bit or 
the least-recently used (LRU) entry if several entries have the same counter bit with the 
current fail address.  
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Although we have implemented the LRU strategy as the replacement policy, since 
we have implemented fail-address lookup table implemented in the last-level cache in this 
research, any of various replacement policies used in caches, such as random, first-in first-
out (FIFO), and least-frequently used (LFU) [104] can be also employed. Because the hit 
rate of the fail-address lookup table depends on failure characteristics, such as a failure rate 
and the temporal/spatial locality of failure pattern caused by aging errors, the choice of a 
replacement policy for the FALT impacts the optimization of the performance of the 
proposed scheme. 
If all entries in the FALT have counter bits larger than one (012), we consider that 
the FALT is full in this research. It is possible to set a higher trigger value such as 102, 
where the FALT is full when each fault has been seen at least twice. 
To check if an entry is full or not, we set a trigger value of the counter to 012 in our 
case study, which indicates at least one occurrence of each fault in each word whose 
address is listed in the table. As a result, we conservatively evaluate the performance 
overhead of the proposed scheme in chapter 4.2.5, and a trigger value to 012 for a fail-
address lookup table with 15 entries causes the fail-address lookup table to be full within 
the 12-hour interval for memory scrubbing, during which approximately 15 correctable 
errors occur at the worst case failure rate of 75,000 FITs per Mbit, a failure rate based on 
recent field studies in data centers [26]-[28]. For a fixed failure rate of aging errors, the 
trigger value and the number of entries in the FALT determines the frequency of repair and 
the probability of multiple errors in a word, which relates to the performance overhead of 
the proposed scheme and risk of system failure due to double bit failures within a testing 
interval. 
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When the FALT is full, this event activates the next fault-identification step. In 
other words, the initiation of fault identification is event-driven activation. After sending 
fail addresses in the FALT to the DRAM, the memory controller evicts all entries of the 
FALT. Therefore, in event-driven activation, the number of entries for storing fail 
addresses determines the frequency of post-package repair. For a case in which the number 
of aging errors increases exponentially as stress time increases, the interval between event-
driven repairs becomes shorter as the DRAM wears out. If the failure rate is constant, as 
with the exponential distribution, intervals between PPR events will be constant. 
Unlike correcting a single-bit error in a word, detecting a double error in a word 
results in a system crash. Before the system powers down or reboots, the memory controller 
performs a diagnosis of such faults and repairs them. Since all program execution may halt 
with the detection of double-bit errors that ECCs cannot correct, temporary storage, such 
as a FALT for correctable errors, is not required for double-bit errors. With a faulty address 
in which a double-bit error occurs, the memory controller immediately initiates the fault-
identification step. 
If a memory system exploits memory scrubbing, widely used for mitigating soft 
errors, once a single-bit error is corrected or a double-bit error is detected during scrubbing, 
the fault identification step begins. Since memory scrubbing is performed after a pause in 
normal operations, hard-fault detection using a FALT is not required for both CEs and UEs. 
Therefore, the memory controller proceeds directly to the fault-identification step. The 
proposed schemes during both in-field and memory scrubbing operations are depicted in 































Fault-Identification Step  








4.2.3.2 Fault Identification Using Sequences of Commands 
To identify if an error detected and corrected by ECCs is a hard or soft error, we 
introduce a fault-identification method that exploits sequences of commands—Read-
Invert-Write-Read-Compare or Read-Write-Read-Compare—shown in Figure 56. A 
complement/re-complement scheme developed for correcting double-bit errors, soft errors 
and hard errors, in a word with SECDEC ECCs [105] motivates the proposed combinations 
of commands. The main idea of the scheme is based on the fact that writing data back to 
an erroneous word fixes an intermittent error, such as a soft error or an interfacial error 
resulting from poor signal integrity in I/O circuitry, but does not fix a permanent error, 









Fault-Repair Step  
Figure 56 The flow chart of the proposed fault-identification scheme: Read-Write-
Read-Compare for correctable errors (CEs) and Read-Invert-Write-Read-Compare 
for uncorrectable errors (UEs). RD = read. WR = write. 
Since DRAM employs a double-data rate, data to/from a memory with a write/read 
command are accessed in the form of bursts. The length of a burst can be defined using the 
mode register set (MRS) as four or eight in the case DDR3 synchronous dynamic random 
access memory (SDRAM) [111]. In an ECC-DIMM, the ECC chip stores SECDED ECCs 
that are eight bits because a memory controller calculates ECCs for 72 bits, including 64 
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BL0 BL1 BL2 BL3 BL4 BL5 BL6 BL7DQ0
BL0 BL1 BL2 BL3 BL4 BL5 BL6 BL7DQ1
BL0 BL1 BL2 BL3 BL4 BL5 BL6 BL7DQ62
BL0 BL1 BL2 BL3 BL4 BL5 BL6 BL7DQ63
BL0 BL1 BL2 BL3 BL4 BL5 BL6 BL7ECC0







































DQ0 DQ1 DQ2 DQ3 DQ4 DQ5 DQ6 DQ7
 
         (a)                                                             (b) 
Figure 57 (a) A distributed word and its ECCs in an ECC-DIMM and (b) 
concurrently accessed column-selection lines for multi-bit prefetch (top) and the 
configuration of an ECC-DIMM (bottom) [101]. BL=burst. 
DQs (data pins in the DDR circuitry), from eight DRAM chips and eight ECC bits. 
Therefore, as illustrated in Figure 57(a), each eight-bit ECCs, one-bit ECC for each eight-
byte word, is calculated and stored on every burst. Since an ECC-DIMM contains one 
DRAM chip for ECCs and eight DRAM chips for data, depicted in the bottom of Figure 
57(b), the memory controller accesses a DIMM with the granularity of a word. As 
illustrated in the top of Figure 57(b), eight column-selection lines (CSLs) are activated 
simultaneously in a DRAM chip with addresses from the memory controller. For an eight-
bit prefetch and eight DQs, eight CSLs, each of which is connected to eight memory cells, 
are activated with a set of addresses, and 64 bits of data are read or written simultaneously 
in a bank of a memory. In a DIMM, a memory controller accesses 64-byte data with a set 
of addresses. Therefore, because of the large granularity of replacement (e.g., if a row is 
replaced based on the fail addresses, a DIMM wastes a page or several kilobytes), repairing 
faulty cells based on the fail addresses of a word is wasteful. To achieve finer granularity 
of repair, a DRAM chip should identify if an error in a word occurs with single-bit 
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granularity. Our proposed sequences of commands identify not only types but also 
positions of errors with single-bit granularity. 
4.2.3.2.1 Read-Invert-Write-Read-Compare 
Figure 58 and Figure 59 demonstrate how the proposed scheme identifies the type 
and the location of an error. We use an example with eight data bits in a burst 
(𝑏0𝑏1𝑏2𝑏3𝑏4𝑏5𝑏6𝑏7). Figure 58 illustrates cases of correctable errors. In the figure, 𝑏𝑖 is 
the original data bit, and 𝑏?̅? is the inverted value of 𝑏𝑖. Since an inverted write operation 
alters a bit impacted by a soft error, not a hard one, ‘1’ in the exclusive-or (XOR) results 
indicates the location of the hard error. In Figure 59, in the same context, two hard faults 
lead to two ‘1’s in the comparison results, while one soft error and one hard error result in 
only one ‘1’ in the results. For UEs, the number of ‘1’s in the XOR results indicate the 
number of hard errors, as summarized in Table 3. 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    Original data 
       h                                        Hard fault (h) 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕     R0:  Read erroneous data 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    W1:  Write with inverted data 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    R1:  Read data after W1 
  0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0      W1 ⊕ 𝐑𝟏:  Compared results 
(a) 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    Original data 
       s                                         Soft fault (s) 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕     R0:  Read erroneous data 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    W1:  Write with inverted data 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    R1:  Read data after W1 
  0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      W1 ⊕ 𝐑𝟏:  Compared results 
(b) 
Figure 58  Fault identification using Read-Invert-Write-Read-Compare in cases with 
a correctable error: (a) one hard fault and (b) one soft fault. 
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Table 3 Classifications of Errors During Field Operations 
Types of Errors Number of ‘1’s in the Results Correctable or Repairable 
One soft 0 Correctable 
One hard 1 Repairable/Correctable 
Two hard 2 Repairable 
One soft and one hard 
1 
Soft: Correctable after repair 
Hard: Repairable 
 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    Original data 
h                          h           Hard faults (h) 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕     R0:  Read erroneous data 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    W1:  Write with inverted data 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    R1:  Read data after W1 
0   1   0   0   0   0   1   0      W1 ⊕ 𝐑𝟏:  Compared results 
(a) 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    Original data 
s                          h           Soft fault (h) and hard fault (s) 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕     R0:  Read erroneous data 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    W1:  Write with inverted data 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    R1:  Read data after W1 
0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0      W1 ⊕ 𝐑𝟏:  Compared results 
(b) 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    Original data 
s                           s            Soft faults (s) 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕     R0:  Read erroneous data 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    W1:  Write with inverted data 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    R1:  Read data after W1 
0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      W1 ⊕ 𝐑𝟏:  Compared results 
(c) 
Figure 59  Fault identification using Read-Invert-Write-Read-Compare in cases with 
uncorrectable errors: (a) two hard faults, (b) one soft and one hard fault, and (c) 
two soft faults. ‘1’s in the XOR results represent the error locations, and the 




As described in Figure 60, for correctable errors, a sequence of commands without 
inverting, Read-Write-Read-Compare, is sufficient to identify the type and the location of 
a fault. Since SECDED ECCs correct a single-bit error in a word after reading a faulty 
word, a write command to the same address returns corrected data to a memory. As 
illustrated in Figure 60(a), comparing written data corrected by ECCs with read data 
followed by a write operation with correction produces ‘1’ in the XOR results if a hard 
fault still remains in the word. Since writing corrected data to a faulty word that contains a 
soft error eliminates the soft error, the faulty word returns correct data after writing 
corrected data back into the memory, resulting in all zeros in the comparison results, as 
shown in Figure 60(b).  
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕   Original data 
       h                                       Hard fault (h) 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    R0: Read data with a single-bit error 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    W1: Written corrected data 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    R1: Read data with a hard fault 
 0   1   0    0   0   0   0   0     𝐖1 ⊕ R1: Compared results 
(a) 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕   Original data 
       s                                       Soft fault (s) 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    R0: Read data with a single-bit error 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    W1: Written corrected data 
𝒃𝟎 𝒃𝟏 𝒃𝟐 𝒃𝟑 𝒃𝟒 𝒃𝟓 𝒃𝟔 𝒃𝟕    R1: Read corrected data 
 0   0   0    0   0   0   0   0     W1 ⊕ R1: Compared results 
 (b) 
Figure 60  Fault identification using Read-Write-Read-Compare in cases with a 
correctable error: (a) a hard fault and (b) a soft fault. ‘1’s in the XOR results 
represent error locations. 
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4.2.3.2.3 Proposed fault identification  
For fault identification, we exploit Read-Write-Read-Compare for correctable 
errors and Read-Invert-Write-Read-Compare for uncorrectable errors, as shown in Figure 
56. This is because after the fault identification step, unless an error is a hard fault, a 
memory system should be able to resume normal operations without degradation in 
performance. Although the command set Read-Invert-Write-Read-Compare successfully 
identifies the type and the location of both uncorrectable errors and correctable errors, such 
an identification step ruins the data integrity of a word by writing inverted data into the 
faulty word, unless the memory controller writes re-inverted data to the same word at the 
end of the fault identification step. For maintaining the data fidelity of a word containing a 
soft error, even after the fault identification step, and returning to normal operations with 
minimum degradation in performance during field operations, a memory system should 
avoid a command set with inversion as the fault identification method for correctable errors. 
Therefore, the proposed fault-identification scheme exploits the command combinations of 
Read-Write-Read-Compare for CEs and Read-Invert-Write-Read-Compare for UEs.  
Note that it is possible that soft errors could occur during the fault identification 
step. However, ECCs can detect a soft fault in the second read operation (R1). Instead of 
comparing data from the write operation (W1) and R1, because a new correctable error in 
found, the memory controller starts a new fault-identification step. For the Read-Write-
Read-Compare command sequence, the memory controller writes the inverted data of R1 
again to the fault location of the memory (W2), reads them back (R2), and compares data 
from W2 and R2 to check if a fault is a hard or soft fault. Such a renewal of Read-Write-
Read-Compare when a new error occurs during a fault-identification step successfully 
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identifies the type and location of a fault even if there are soft errors in the fault-
identification step. 
4.2.3.2.4 Circuit implementation of hard-fault detection 
For the implementation of the fault detection (FD) scheme, if the DRAM retains 
the address in address latches and stores the latest read data in the read first-in-first-out 
logic, by simply redirecting the inverted read data to the write path, reading written data 
from the memory, and comparing written and read data, the type and the location of a fault 
is identified. However, given the variety of internal architectures from various memory 
vendors, we assume a worst case that the DRAM loses the latest read data and their address 
information. As illustrated in Figure 61, when a memory controller corrects an error in a 
word, it reads data from the memory, corrects the data using ECCs, rewrites them to the 
memory with the same address, and rereads them for comparison of written and read data. 
If the memory controller detects uncorrectable errors in a word, it reads the data again, 
inverts the data, and writes them back to the same memory cells, which is followed by a 
read operation from the same memory location. Comparing the written data and the second 
read data using exclusive-or logic indicates the type of error, that is, a permanent or an 
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Figure 61 Circuit implementation for finding error sites in DRAMs. A memory 
controller writes data to a DRAM after it (a) corrects a CE and (b) inverts a UE. 
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Figure 61 also depicts the block diagram for the circuit implementation in a DRAM. 
The DRAM stores or latches data for the first read operation from an erroneous word as 
inputs to the read FIFO circuit. Then the write FIFO circuit stores or latches de-serialized 
written data from the write-back operation from the memory controller as outputs from the 
write FIFO. XOR circuits have been implemented for a comparison of read and written 
data. Since such identification logic is implemented in every DRAM chip, each DRAM 
chip checks if an error occurs in the memory. When an error is found in a DRAM chip, it 
stores the fail addresses in anti-fuse arrays for PPR. Since the data path of DRAMs is 
exploited, small modifications are needed for the implementation of the proposed scheme, 
including XOR gates for all DQs and bursts and multiplexers at the inputs to anti-fuse 
arrays. 
4.2.3.3 Fault Repair Using Anti-Fuse Arrays in DRAMs 
After detecting and identifying an error, each DRAM chip stores their fail address 
in available anti-fuses for remapping during PPR. To find a vacant fuse, a DRAM chip 
searches for a non-programmed master fuse that indicates that a fuse box is available. The 
method for the DRAM chip to search for an available master fuse defines the redundancy 
algorithm (RA). In this study, since a row-preferred repair scheme for manufacturing-level 
repair is assumed, the DRAM chip searches for an available master fuse for row 
redundancies first. If the DRAM chip finds an available fuse, it stops searching and stores 
the fail address in the available fuse. Otherwise, the DRAM chip continues to search for an 
available master fuse from among the column redundancies. If the DRAM chip finally 
finds an available fuse and successfully stores the fail address in the fuse, it sends a signal 
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indicating success to the memory controller to signal the need to return to normal 
operations. Otherwise, the DRAM chip sends a failure signal to the memory controller. 
Figure 62 summarizes the overall flow of the post-package repair scheme during 
both in-field normal operations and memory scrubbing. For correctable errors, fault repair 
is performed only when a hard fault in a word is detected. After ECCs correct soft errors, 
the proposed scheme returns to original operations. For uncorrectable errors, three possible 
cases exist. For a case with two hard faults in a word, both bits are repaired. For a case with 
one soft and one hard fault in a word, since the soft error rarely recurs in the same location, 
only the hard fault is repaired. However, for a case with two soft errors in a word, since 























































(a)                                                                  (b) 
Figure 62  The flow charts of the proposed post-package repair scheme during (a) 
in-field normal operations and (b) memory scrubbing. RD = read. WR = write. 
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4.2.4 Experimental Setup 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed repair scheme, we employ the memory 
yield and lifetime estimation methodology under aging errors proposed in prior work [107]. 
Since the prior work takes no manufacturing-level errors into account, we have 
implemented wafer-level yield simulation based on the methodology in [107].  
For wafer-level errors, in our case study, we assume 15 % faulty rows, 10 % faulty 
columns, 5 % cluster faults, and 70 % single-bit faults [106]. We model aging errors based 
on in-field experimental data with an error rate of 25,000 to 75,000 FITs per Mbit in a 
DIMM [101]. For both manufacturing and aging characteristics, errors are distributed 
randomly in the memory. 
We have implemented a redundancy analysis algorithm with conventional spare 
rows and columns[108], exploiting essential spare pivoting [109], which repairs faulty 
rows and columns that contain more than one fault in a row or a column first and then 
repairs single-bit faults. We also exploit a row-preferred repair algorithm that prioritizes 
the replacement of an error using a row redundant resource rather than a redundant column 
resource [110]. In our case study, we consider eight 2 Gbit DDR3 SDRAMs in a 2 Gbyte 
ECC-DIMM with 16 banks, 14-bit row addresses, and 7-bit column addresses [111]. 
4.2.5 Results and Discussion 
Using a yield and reliability estimation methodology escribed in the previous 
section, we simulate a manufacturing-level repair scheme and the proposed scheme. In 
chapter 4.2.5.1, we investigate how many manufacturing-level redundancies remain after 
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wafer-level repair in a DRAM with wafer-level row/column redundancies. Chapter 4.2.5.2 
examines the impact of the proposed post-package repair scheme on the improvement of 
DRAM lifetime.  
4.2.5.1 Remaining Wafer-Level Redundancy 
Using over one million Monte Carlo simulations, we estimated the yield of DDR3 
SDRAMs with manufacturing/aging errors and various combinations of redundant 
resources. By varying the number and the combination of spare rows and columns for 
repairing wafer-level errors, we simulate the yield of a memory with 50 errors, which is 
0.023 ppm per DRAM chip and a ten times higher defect density than in [106]. The results 
are shown in Figure 63. Regardless of the row/column redundancy combinations, since 
most errors are single-bit errors, the total number of redundant resources determines the 
yield of the example DRAM. With 14 redundant resources per bank, the yield reaches one. 
Figure 63(b) and Figure 63(c) depict the probability of row and column 
redundancies remaining per bank, respectively. An average of 2.56 row and 0.22 column 
redundancies are used per bank. Because we exploit row-preferred repair, the probability 
of using redundant row resources is higher than that of redundant column resources. Since 
a prior study [112] employed 32 row redundancies per bank, in this case study we have 
used 32 spare rows and 16 spare columns per bank. In the case of a spare column connected 
to eight bitlines, to repair a CSL, we use a redundant column, which wastes eight times as 
many DRAM cells as a redundant row and requires more area for redundant cells than a 
spare row, because a spare column requires more redundant cell area. Therefore, we have 
assumed a smaller number of redundant columns are available. The efficiency of redundant 
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columns can be improved with the segmented column redundancy scheme. Our simulation 
results show that an average of 45.21 wafer-level redundant resources per bank are 
available for future use as redundancies for PPR after wafer-level repair. 
 
(a)                                                                    (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 63 Simulated results of wafer-level repair with various numbers and 
combinations of redundant resources per bank in a 2 Gbyte DDR3 SDRAM (50 
errors including 35 single-bit errors, three faulty columns, two faulty rows, and one 
four-bit cluster error): (a) the yield and probability of the remaining (b) column and 
(c) row redundant resources after wafer-level repair [101]. 
Figure 64 shows required numbers of redundancies per bank at a failure rate of 
5,000 FITs per Mbit in a 2Gbit DDR3 SDRAM for ensuring various probabilities of a chip 
failure. Once the wafer-level defect density of a process technology node is characterized, 
the remaining numbers of redundancies after wafer-level repair is estimated. Since these 
remaining redundancies will be used to repair wearout failures, it becomes possible to 
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requirement. Such an estimation gives a design guideline for circuit design engineers to 
optimize a repair scheme in a memory system.  
 
Figure 64  Simulated required numbers of redundancies per bank at a failure rate 
of 5,000 FITs per Mbit in a 2 Gbit DDR3 SDRAM with various stress times for 
achieving various yield values. 
4.2.5.2 Analytic Estimation of Yield and Probability of Failure 
This work has relied on yield estimates based on a Monte Carlo simulator [107]. 
However, in this section we determine analytic equations for the purpose of understanding 
the impact of redundancy and the probability of survival. 
Assuming that errors are randomly distributed in a memory, we calculate the 
probability that a bank has no failures using the binomial distribution as follows: 
𝑃𝑛𝑜_𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙,𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑘 = ∑ 𝑃𝑘
𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑑

























































and Nred and Nbit denote the number of redundancies in a bank and number of bits in a 
DRAM chip, respectively. The bit failure rate (𝐹𝑏𝑖𝑡) is 𝑁𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑡⁄ , where 𝑁𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 is the 
number of errors in a bank. From (35), the probability that a bank fails when the number 
of errors in a bank is higher than the total number of redundancies in a bank can be 
calculated as 
𝑃𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙,𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑘 = 1 − 𝑃𝑛𝑜_𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙,𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑘 = 1 − ∑ 𝑃𝑘
𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑘=0 .                               (37) 
The yield of a memory is the probability that at least one bank fails within a memory.  
𝑌𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦 = 𝑃𝑛𝑜_𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙,𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑘
𝑁𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑘 .                                       (38) 
We propose a method that converts redundant resources for manufacturing errors 
into resources for aging errors. The analytic model derived above is still valid for 
reconfigured row/column redundancies for PPR. The only difference is the available 
number of redundancies. We define the initial number of redundant resources, Nred,0, as 
Nred,0 = Nred,col + Nred,row, where Nred,col and Nred,row are the number of column and row 
redundancies, respectively, originally designed for manufacturing-level repair. After 
manufacturing-level repair, the number of remaining redundant resources available for 
PPR, Nred,rem, is as follows: Nred,rem = Nred,0 - Nred,used, where Nred,used = Nred,col_used + 
Nred,row_used, and Nred,used, Nred,col_used, and Nred,row_used are the number of total, column, and 
row redundancies used for manufacturing repair, respectively. After applying Nred to (37), 
the probability of a bank failure for PPR is expressed as  
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𝑃𝑓,𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑘 = 1 − ∑ 𝑃𝑘
𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑟𝑒𝑚
𝑘=0 .                                          (39) 
To validate our simulation results, for various defect densities, we compare the 
simulated memory yield from Monte Carlo analysis [107] with the estimated yield based 
on (38) in Figure 65. The simulated yield closely corresponds to the calculated yield. A 
possibility that a redundancy replaces multiple errors in a row or a column causes a 
discrepancy between the simulation results and the calculation. 
The probability that there are k defects is given by 𝑃𝑘 in (36). In (35), if 𝑘 > 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑑, 
then it is assumed that the memory bank has insufficient resources to repair 𝑝 = 𝑘 − 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑑 
defects. 
However, if all p defects fall in rows and columns that are already being repaired 
with redundant resources, then there will be no yield loss. The probability of falling on a 
row or column that is already being repaired is 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑑−𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑡⁄ , where 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑑−𝑏𝑖𝑡 is the total 
number of redundant bits in the array. Hence, the yield of a bank is 
𝑃𝑛𝑜_𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙,𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑘 = ∑ 𝑃𝑘
𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑑






.                (40) 
Since the calculation/estimation of the number of redundancies used for repairing 
multiple bits is impractical, in this work, we exploit Monte Carlo yield simulation which 
accounts for the repairing of multiple errors with a single redundancy. 
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      (a)                                   
   
      (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 65 Simulated and calculated yield of the 2 Gbit DDR3 SDRAM with six-row 
and six-column redundancies per bank: (a) for various wafer-level defect densities 
with 16 banks, (b) for bit-error rates with various numbers of banks, and (c) for 
various numbers of redundancies per bank and bit-error rates. 
4.2.5.3 Enhanced Reliability of a Memory System with the Proposed PPR Scheme 
Figure 66 depicts the simulated results of memory yield with aging errors whose 
error rate is 75,000 FITs per Mbit in a DIMM. We define the lifetime of a DIMM as the 
time at which the probability of survival of a DIMM declines to 36.8 %, corresponding to 
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a 63.2 % probability of failure of a DIMM. We consider two cases, where memory 
scrubbing (via BIST and BISR) is used to identify failures at regularly scheduled downtime. 
The case with six spare rows and six spare columns is labeled as PPR, and the case with 
12 spare rows and 12 spare columns is labeled as PPR+PPR_WF. The extra spare rows and 
columns extend the lifetime from 0.14 years to 0.68 years.  
 
       (a)                                                               (b) 
Figure 66 Simulated lifetime of a 2 Gbyte DDR3 ECC-DIMM with various 
combinations of ECCs and PPR for error rates of (a) 25,000 FITs per Mbit and (b) 
75,000 FITs be Mbit (corresponding to 0.4 and 1.2 errors per hour, respectively). 
The case labeled PPR has six row and six column redundant resources per bank. 
The case labeled PPR+PPR_WF has six extra row and six extra column redundant 
resources per bank, since extra resources may be needed for in-field repair. 
Using only ECCs, but no redundancies, the lifetime is 2.17 years. Combining ECCs 
and PPR with six spare rows and six spare columns extends the lifetime to 2.31 years. 
Adding an extra six spare rows and an extra six spare columns results in a lifetime of 2.85 
years, which extends the lifetime of a memory over the standard practice of using 
redundancies to correct manufacturing errors and ECCs for in-field operations by 31.4 %. 
We have also considered four-segmented column redundancies for both wafer- and aging-
level errors, depicted in Figure 67. With segmented column repair, the lifetime of PPR- 
only repair increases from 0.14 to 0.36 years. Combining PPR using wafer-level 














































































years. Such results show that a segmented column redundancy scheme with fine granularity 
is efficient for in-field PPR.  
 
(a)                                                                   (b) 
Figure 67 Simulated lifetime of a 2 Gbyte DDR3 ECC-DIMM with various 
combinations of ECCs and wafer-level redundancies for PPR (PPR_WF) for 
repairing aging errors with (a) 25,000 FITs and (b) 75,000 FITs per Mbit 
(corresponding to 0.4 and 1.2 errors per hour, respectively): with and without 
segmented column-redundant resources. Reliability is the probability of survival. 
We compared stronger ECCs such as double-error correction and ternary-error 
detection (DECTED) that corrects double errors in a word with the proposed scheme. 
Figure 67 shows that DECTED drastically enhances the reliability of the memory. 
However, such stronger ECCs increase the latency of memory accesses, resulting from the 
delay of ender/decoder circuits, which not only degrades memory performance, but also 
requires modifications in a memory system. 
4.2.5.4 Risk of System Failure 
Since we exploit SECDED ECCs, a system fails when a double-bit error occurs in 
a word. If we define the number of words in a DIMM as Nword, we can obtain Nword by 
















































.                                              (41) 
For example, a 2 Gbyte DIMM with eight-byte words has 𝑁𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 = 2
28 words. The 
probability of the failure of a DIMM is 
𝑃𝐷𝐼𝑀𝑀.𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙 = 1 − (1 − 𝑃𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑)
𝑁𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 ≈ 𝑁𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑃𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑,                (42) 
where 𝑃𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 is the probability of the failure of a word and 𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑡 is the probability of the 
failure of a bit. Since a word fails if there are two or more errors, we calculate 𝑃𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 using 
the binomial distribution as 
𝑃𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 = 1 − (1 − 𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑡)
𝑛𝑏𝑖𝑡 − 𝑛𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑡(1 − 𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑡)
𝑛𝑏𝑖𝑡−1              (43) 
≈ 𝑛𝑏𝑖𝑡(𝑛𝑏𝑖𝑡 − 1)𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑡
2,                                                      (44) 
where 𝑛𝑏𝑖𝑡 is the number of bits in a word. Overall, 
𝑃𝐷𝐼𝑀𝑀.𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙 ≈ 𝑁𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑛𝑏𝑖𝑡(𝑛𝑏𝑖𝑡 − 1)𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑡
2.                         (45) 
If there are 𝑁𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 failed bits, then 𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑡 = 𝑁𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (𝑁𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑛𝑏𝑖𝑡)⁄ .  Thus,  
𝑃𝐷𝐼𝑀𝑀.𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙 = 1 − ((1 − 𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑡)
𝑛𝑏𝑖𝑡 + 𝑛𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑡(1 − 𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑡)





.                                                                                   (47) 
Let 𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑅 be the FALT size that activates PPR. During an interval between PPRs, 𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑅 






.                                                  (48) 
This equation indicates that the size of the FALT determines the risk of system failure. 
As an example, for a 12-hour interval, suppose that 𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑅  faulty bits are stored. 
PPR repairs, at most 15 errors, which reduces the probability of the survival/reliability of 
a DIMM by 8.38×10-7. Note that if the size of the FALT is 15, the failure rate is 75,000 
FITs per Mbit, and we check the full memory every 12 hours, the risk of system failure for 
our PPR scheme is the same as the conventional BISR test which performs reconfiguration 
every 12-hour scheduled maintenance interval. However, our PPR scheme is event 
activated. This means that if the failure rate is lower or higher than expected, the risk of 
system failure between scheduled maintenance intervals is constant and controlled by 
design. 
4.2.5.5 Overhead of the Proposed Scheme 
4.2.5.5.1 Performance Overhead 
Our proposed Read-Invert-Write-Read-Compare scheme incurs approximately 150 
ns delay for three DRAM accesses, together with several gate delays of a few hundred 
picoseconds and the latency of a DRAM access, which is approximately 50 ns [113]. At a 
correctable failure rate of 75,000 FITs per Mbit, including soft errors [26], one correctable 
error occurs every 0.81 hours.  
To mitigate soft errors, we perform memory scrubbing using ECC-DIMMs in data 
centers [113]-[116]. To compare overheads of the proposed scheme with those of memory 
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scrubbing, we assume a 12-hour scrub interval [114]. In the case of memory scrubbing 
with a 12-hour interval with a failure rate of 75,000 FITs per Mbit, a memory system is 
likely to have 14.8 correctable errors. Assuming that all errors are hard errors, our scheme 
takes 2,250 ns, which is 3.065×10-3 % of the scrub performance overhead of 73.4 ms (280 
ns per row × 218 rows) [113] for PPR during memory scrubbing, corresponding to 5.2×10-
9 % of total available execution time for ECC-activated PPR. 
For in-field operations, the performance overhead depends on the time needed to 
fill the FALT. In general, for a case with NPPR correctable errors which are required to 
activate PPR, the proposed scheme takes NPPR×150 ns. Since the incidence rate of 
uncorrectable errors is much lower than that of correctable errors [26]-[28], the 
performance degradation resulting from uncorrectable errors is negligible. 
Unlike the latency of the proposed scheme, which is seldom incurred, i.e., only 
when the FALT is full, and the full FALT initiates a Fault Identification step, stronger 
ECCs of DECTED always increase the latency of a memory system, which may double 
the latency of a memory access [115]. 
4.2.5.5.2 Area Overhead  
Since with a failure rate of 75,000 FITs per Mbit, the 12-hour interval scrubbing 
leads to an average of 14.8 correctable errors. We conservatively set a trigger value of the 
FALT as 012 and assume 15 entries of FALT. The storage overhead of the proposed scheme 
in a 4 MB LLC is 1.2×10-3 % with 15 entries of FALT, each of which contains a 25-bit fail 
address and a two-bit counter. For the circuit implementation, we require XOR gates for 
every DQ and a multiplexer for feeding a fail address to the anti-fuse arrays. Our 2 Gbit 
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DDR3 DRAM design with 20 nm technology [101] incurs area overheads that are less than 
0.0016 % of total area of a chip. 
Although stronger ECCs such as DECTED can improve the lifetime of a memory 
system, they require 15 check bits [115],[116], corresponding to 23.4 % area overheads for 
redundant cells for storing ECCs. DECTED ECCs require additional 10.9 % area 
overheads for check bits. In addition to check bits, implementing DECTED in a memory 
system requires modifications in encoders and decoders in a memory controller, which may 
require two times or more area than the area of encoders and decoders for SECDED [115]. 
Moreover, stronger ECCs necessitate changes in the architecture of ECC-DIMMs, which 
undermines the JEDEC standards of DRAMs. 
4.2.6 Summary 
To enhance the in-field reliability and to extend the lifetime of a memory system, 
we have proposed a post-package repair scheme. Unlike prior work using BIST and BISR, 
this work exploits ECCs and a memory controller. When a memory controller detects errors 
using ECCs, it temporarily stores the fail addresses of correctable errors in a fail-address 
lookup table in the last-level cache. To minimize degradation of system performance, when 
all entries in the fail-bit address table are full, the memory controller initiates fault 
identification with the sequence Read-Write-Read-Compare for correctable errors. If an 
error is corrected during memory scrubbing or if a double-bit error is detected, the memory 
controller initiates the fault identification stage immediately using the sequence, Read-
Invert-Write-Read-Compare, for uncorrectable errors. After detecting and identifying 
types and locations of errors, if an error is a hard error, the fail address is stored in an 
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available anti-fuse of a DRAM for remapping. By eliminating correctable errors that 
potentially incur uncorrectable errors, our post-package repair enhances the lifetime of a 
memory system. 
For validation, we have implemented a memory yield simulator that takes both 
manufacturing and aging errors/redundancies into account when estimating the yield. We 
demonstrated that our proposed PPR scheme extends the lifetime of a memory system by 
exploiting ECCs and PPR with small area and performance overheads. We have shown 
that the reuse of wafer-level redundancies for aging errors substantially extends the lifetime 
in comparison with an ECC-only scheme. We also demonstrated that a segmented column 
redundancy scheme is efficient for extending the lifetime of a memory system by more 




CHAPTER 5. TEST AND DIAGNOSIS OF WEAROUT ERRORS 
IN MEMORY 
5.1 Built-In Self-Test in Embedded DRAMs 
5.1.1 Introduction 
For better performance with less cache misses, the last-level cache requires high 
capacity. As an LLC, embedded dynamic random access memory (eDRAM) is attractive 
because it has much higher density than static random access memory (SRAM), widely 
used as cache memories. The small cell area causes eDRAM to be more vulnerable to 
reliability issues. Therefore, scaling the feature sizes of eDRAM, the path to higher density, 
also raises further reliability concerns.  
Among the wearout mechanisms, frontend wearout resulting from bias temperature 
instability, hot-carrier injection, and gate oxide breakdown degrades the performances of 
transistors [40]-[42]. BTI and HCI increase the threshold voltages (Vth) of MOSFET 
devices. Such increases in Vth reduce the operating currents of devices and cause 
performance degradation of circuits. Meanwhile, GTDDB creates paths from the gate of a 
transistor to either its drain or source, also causing malfunctions and degradation of circuit 
performances.  
In this work, we analyze the impact of frontend wearout mechanisms on eDRAM. 
To investigate the impact of BTI and HCI on eDRAM cells, we simulate eDRAM 
operations with the increased Vth of cell transistors using SPICE. To model GTDDB in 
circuit simulation, we introduce a gate-level model employing resistors that connect a 
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wordline to either a bitline or a storage node (SN), whose resistance decreases as the device 
ages. Based on observations from the analysis, we propose a proactive test algorithm for 
eDRAM that can be implemented as a built-in self-test circuit that monitors the degree of 
degradation resulting from frontend wearout in eDRAM. Using our test algorithm, we not 
only monitor the degradation but also distinguish GTDDB between a gate and a storage 
node from GTDDB between a gate and a bitline. 
 
Figure 68 Simulation results of GTDDB (WR1-RD1-WR0-RD0): (a) GTDDB G-to-BL 
with long a RD0 and (b) GTDDBG-to-SN with a long RD0. 
5.1.2 Detection of Frontend Wearout in eDRAM 
To detect GTDDB in eDRAM, our analysis demonstrates that the resistance of 
paths from GTDDB should be smaller than 105 Ω. However, note that at least one failure 
in a 32 MB LLC after two and half years of stress time is expected with the number of 
GTDDB paths corresponding to 106 Ω resistance, as shown in Figure 27. To enhance the 
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A read operation as long as 13 ns can detect read ‘0’ failures resulting from a 106 Ω 
resistance. The signals of the GTDDBG-to-BL fault, illustrated in Figure 68(a), show similar 
results to those of the GTDDBG-to-SN fault, as shown in Figure 68(b).  
Because of leakage from the storage node with a high voltage level to a wordline 
precharged to a negative bias during the standby mode, a GTDDBG-to-SN fault, unlike a 
GTDDBG-to-BL fault, causes read ‘1’ to fail with a long interval between write ‘1’ and read 
‘1’ operations, as shown in Figure 69. Therefore, we can distinguish GTDDBG-to-BL from 
GTDDBG-to-SN using intervals between write ‘1’ and read ‘1’ operations. 
 
Figure 69 Simulation results of GTDDB (WR1-RD1-WR0-RD0): (a) GTDDBG-to-BL 
with interval between WR1 and RD1 and (b) GTDDBG-to-SN, with an interval 
between WR1 and RD1. 
Because current on a wordline (Ipp) during the write ‘0’ operation increases as the 
resistance of GTDDB decreases (see Figure 70), we can monitor GTDDB with Ipp. Current 
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written as ‘0’ through the GTDDB resistor. This current increases as the resistance 
decreases. In the two GTDDB cases, when the resistance is under 105 Ω, the difference in 
the current Ipp as a function of resistance results from the limited charge capacity of the cell 
capacitor for the GTDDBG-to-BL case. 
 
Figure 70 Simulated WL current during the write ‘0’ operation with different 
resistances. 
5.1.3 Reliability Test Algorithm for eDRAM 
To design BIST for detecting failures resulting from frontend wearout, note that the 
impact of BTI and HCI is negligible, and GTDDB is dominant, which is detected as 
summarized in Table 4. Since boosting the voltage level of a wordline enhances the driving 
current of a cell transistor in eDRAM with a high Vgs, a bias generator is used for the 
wordline bias (Vpp) [117]. By measuring the current, Ipp, we monitor GTDDB in the 
wordline direction using a current detector added to the generator, whose general 
implementation is shown in Figure 71. To detect GTDDB in the bitline direction, we can 
exploit the read ‘0’ operation with various read durations. By increasing the duration of the 

























read ‘0,’ the detectable resistance resulting from GTDDB increases. To differentiate 
GTDDBG-to-BL from GTDDBG-to-SN, we use write ‘1’ and read ‘1’ operations at various 
intervals between write and read operations. A larger interval also increases the detectable 
resistance of GTDDBG-to-SN. 
Table 4 Test modes and test patterns for GTDDB monitoring 
Mode Test Point Test Patterns 
WL-direction Vpp current (w0) 
BL-direction Dataline Pass/Fail (w0, r0 with increasing read time) 
Differentiation Dataline Pass/Fail (w1, increasing interval, r1) 
 
Figure 71 A current detector in the Vpp generator. 
Figure 72 presents the algorithm for testing eDRAMs under the impact of frontend 
wearout. While writing ‘0’s to eDRAMs, we detect GTDDB in a wordline by monitoring 
Ipp. If we detect a difference larger than several μA in Ipp, we proceed to read the ‘0’ data 
to detect the read ‘0’ failures in the wordline to identify the position of the failure in the 












‘1’ and read ‘1’ operations with an interval distinguishes GTDDBG-to-BL from 
GTDDBG-to-SN in the failed bit. To detect wearout in eDRAMs, the interval for monitoring 
GTDDB can initially be coarse (e.g., once every six months), but fine (e.g., once every one 
month) after a certain amount of time (e.g., one year), based on the expected probability of 
failure, as suggested in Figure 27, for a reduction of the total test time. 
 
Figure 72 Test algorithm for detecting and diagnosing frontend wearout failures in 
eDRAMs. 
5.1.4 Summary 
This work has analyzed the impact of frontend wearout mechanisms, namely as 
BTI, HCI, and GTDDB, on eDRAMs. Since an eDRAM cell consists of one transistor and 
one capacitor, we have investigated the impact of these mechanisms on both the cell 




























Our simulation results have demonstrated that degradation of the transistor from 
BTI is negligible because of the robust micro sense amplifier with a high transfer ratio. The 
impact of BTI on the cell capacitor is also negligible because the gate bias of the cell 
capacitor is smaller than that of the cell transistor.  
For HCI, since the cell transistor has a low drain voltage during write operations, 
degradation of the cell transistor resulting from HCI can be ignored. Since no drain voltage 
is applied to the cell capacitor, the impact of HCI on the capacitor is also negligible.  
Because the impact of the gate voltage on the cell capacitor is much smaller than 
that on the cell transistor, the reduction in the lifetime of the cell transistor resulting from 
GTDDB is dominant in comparison with the cell capacitor. We have, therefore, 
investigated only GTDDB in the cell transistor and have ignored GTDDB in the cell 
capacitor. 
As for GTDDB in the cell transistor, because it causes a stuck-at-‘1’ fault in the 
bitline direction during the write/read operations of data ‘0,’ a read ‘0’ operation fails. We 
detect a resistance of 105 Ω or smaller, and a 13 ns longer read operation increases the 
detectable range to 106 Ω. With GTDDB, a current path is formed from a wordline to either 
a drain or a source.  
This study has found that the current sensing of IPP helps monitor and detect 
GTDDB in the wordline direction. With detection schemes for both the bitline and the 
wordline direction, one can determine the fault location. We also found that a test pattern 
of write ‘1’ and read ‘1’ with increasing intervals between operations helps to distinguish 
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if the fault comes from GTDDBG-to-SN or GTDDBG-to-BL, since only GTDDBG-to-SN results 
in a read ‘1’ failure.  
After investigating the impact of frontend wearout mechanisms on an eDRAM cell, 
we have proposed a built-in self-test algorithm for detection of frontend wearout 
mechanisms, to detect GTDDB in both the bitline and the wordline directions and to 
determine if GTDDB occurs between the gate and either its drain or source of a cell 
transistor. 
5.2 System-Level Accelerated Life Test 
5.2.1 Introduction 
To estimate the lifetime of a circuit/system, degraded by wearout, device-level 
reliability tests are conventionally employed. G. Groeseneken et al. [118] argues that the 
classical approach to estimating reliability of a circuit/system by relying on reliability 
assessment at the technology level is inadequate for advanced CMOS technologies. In 
technology-level reliability assessment, we assume that the failure of a device results in a 
circuit/system failure. However, error-tolerance of a circuit/system to device-level wearout 
failures should be considered. Hence, circuit/system-level reliability assessment is 
necessary to accurately estimate lifetime of a circuit/system. Risk of in-field catastrophic 
failures is high if there is no circuit-level lifetime assessment to complement technology 
qualification at a device level.  
Since most of the dielectric breakdown wearout failures come from memories 
within a processor [48], to assess the reliability of a computer system, we especially need 
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to find a memory reliability assessment technique. In this research, we assume that the 
reliability of a memory system mainly degrades because of TDDB. Using an open-source 
microprocessor, Leon3 [88], as a case study, we simulate the failure probability of the 
memory system resulting from each TDDB wearout mechanism. From the simulated 
probability of failure, we define acceptability regions for each TDDB mechanism for 
system-level accelerated life test. Acceptability regions indicate the best test conditions for 
a circuit/system, while taking the real operating environment of the circuit/system into 
account.  
System-level accelerated life test typically involves stress and test sequences, 
where testing involves built-in self-test. We propose to detect failures throughout the stress 
period with error-correcting codes, unlike prior work. Therefore, we account for the ECCs 
scheme, single-bit error correction (SEC) and double-bit error correction (DEC), in 
selecting the optimal design of experiments for ALT. 
5.2.2 Reliability Assessment Methods 
5.2.2.1 The Classical Approach to Reliability Assessment 
In the conventional reliability assessment, a device-level lifetime distribution is 
extracted of each specific wearout mechanism, while other wearout mechanisms are 
suppressed because the test structures are designed to be sensitive to each wearout 
mechanism [12],[43],[118], as shown in Figure 73(a). By using such dedicated test 
structures, we isolate failures resulting from each target wearout mechanism from those 
originating from others. From the empirical results from device-level accelerated life test 
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for each wearout mechanism with dedicated test structures, we extract lifetime data, 
including acceleration factors and wearout model parameters.  
If the device-level lifetime distribution meets the expected probability of failure 
(Pfail) at a specified stress time, we statistically conclude that a system implemented using 
such reliability-qualified devices will work throughout the required lifetime of a system. 
Consequently, statistical estimation of system reliability demands a large reliability margin 
on devices to guarantee system-level reliability [118]. Moreover, such estimation of system 
reliability fails to reflect not only the real operating conditions but also configurations of 






































Figure 73 Various reliability assessment methods: (a) classical device-level 
assessment, (b) system-level reliability estimation using simulation, and (c) system-
level assessment using a system-level accelerated life test. 
5.2.2.2 Reliability Assessment Using Simulation 
Recent research has demonstrated methodologies of estimating system-level 
reliability using simulation by taking the real operating environments of aging [44]-[46]. 
Since such studies account for benchmarks and circuit/system details and configurations, 
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the estimation of system-level reliability based on such work is more accurate than that of 
the conventional method based on device-level measurements.  
In this research, we employ a reliability estimation method illustrated in Figure 73 
(b). Since the calibration of simulations with empirical data at a system level is still on its 
way, our failure statistics at a system level in this study are based on failure data statistics 
from simulated experimental results generated by a system-level reliability simulation 
methodology [44] that is built on analytical models and calibrated from device-level testing 
results [5]-[7],[9]-[12],[44],[80],[96]-[124]. 
5.2.2.3 Proposed Methodology for Reliability Assessment 
To complement the conventional device-level reliability testing for estimating 
circuit/system-level lifetime, we propose circuit/system-level reliability testing, as depicted 
in Figure 73(c). The challenge is that unlike device-level test with dedicated test structures 
that isolate target wearout failures from other wearout mechanisms, system-level test 
includes mixed failures simultaneously caused by various wearout mechanisms. To 
distinguish the cause of a failure among various wearout mechanisms, we aim to identify 
test conditions that isolate each wearout mechanism as much as possible, while ensuring 
that they are visible. In this way, we ensure coverage of all critical wearout mechanisms. 
To do this, we rely on system-level reliability simulation that takes into account the 
real operating environment via realistic workloads [1],[4],[8],[11],[44]-[46]. In the 
simulation models, failure data statistics are based on analytical models and calibrated from 
device-level testing results [5]-[7],[9]-[12],[44],[80],[96]-[124]. The proposed work flow 
is illustrated in Figure 74. The aim of this work is to use reliability simulation under 
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realistic workloads to select optimal test conditions. Moreover, the ability to use ECCs to 
detect faults allows us to use stress scenarios that are more realistic and reflective of actual 
usage while collecting failure data. 
Furthermore, the selected optimal test conditions can enable calibration of the 
system-level reliability simulator. It provides verification that device models are sufficient 
to characterize circuit/system reliability. 
 
Figure 74 The proposed workflow of this research. 
5.2.3 System-Level Accelerated Life Test 
For system-level accelerated life tests, we can employ various test flows, as shown 
in Figure 75. All methods involve collecting samples of failure data, extracting wearout 
parameters, calculating acceleration factors, and estimating circuit/system reliability at use 
conditions, which combines the wearout parameters with the acceleration parameters. The 
differences relate to the method to apply stress and to collect failure data. 
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Figure 75 Various test flows for system-level accelerated life tests using BIST: (a) 
aging with test patterns and testing with BIST, (b) aging with benchmarks and 
testing with BIST, and (c) aging with benchmarks, detecting faults with ECCs, and 
testing with BIST. 
The most standard flow is to run test patterns of BIST for both aging and testing, 
as shown in Figure 75(a). Such a basic test flow requires no modifications in the BIST and 
introduces no additional test patterns in the test flow. However, wearout resulting from 
continuously running test patterns for BIST does not reflect aging at real use conditions. 
Moreover, the choice of acceleration factors to project to use conditions is not 
straightforward, as the cause of failures is unknown. 
An improved test flow [47] uses BIST only for testing, combined with commercial 
benchmarks or user-specific workloads for mimicking real usage scenarios, as illustrated 
in Figure 75(b). Testing with only BIST, however, fails to account for the tolerance of the 
system provided by ECCs which are widely used to enhance the reliability of a memory 
system. In addition, because the cause of failures is still unknown, the appropriate 
acceleration factors needed to estimate lifetime at use conditions are unknown. 
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We propose a new test flow that uses ECCs to detect failures while the 
circuit/system is running benchmarks during ALT, shown in Figure 75(c). Because of the 
use of ECCs to detect faults, new problems arise. ECCs failures could be either hard or soft 
faults. In order to distinguish wearout failures from soft failures, we deploy a sequence of 
commands proposed in recent work [101].  
It is necessary to separate the sequence of faults from each wearout mechanism so 
that proper acceleration factors can be determined. To separate the sequence of faults from 
each wearout mechanism, it is necessary to diagnose the cause of each failure. Lifetime 
estimation for the full system is then estimated separately for each TDDB mechanism by 
computing the appropriate acceleration factors, that is, Weibull slope and characteristic 
lifetime. The distributions are then scaled to use conditions with the acceleration factors 
and combined to determine lifetime distribution of the circuit/system at the use condition, 
while accounting for all wearout mechanisms. Obviously, the most significant cost of this 
approach is the physical failure analysis required to identify the cause of wearout faults as 
needed to determine the appropriate acceleration factors. 
One key advantage of the use of reliability simulation is that it can be used to select 
test conditions for the circuit/system-level test of each wearout mechanism. If test 
conditions are selected that are especially sensitive to each wearout mechanism, physical 




5.2.4 Defining the Test Domain of System-Level ALT for Time-Dependent Dielectric 
Breakdown 
We investigate how we design of experiments for various system-level accelerated 
life tests using simulation. Before we design experiments, we need to examine failure 
statistics of the memory system at accelerated stress conditions, which provides insight into 
optimizing the design of experiments (DOEs) for system-level ALT. Assuming a 14-day 
test, we simulate the probability of failure caused by all TDDB mechanisms. From failure 
trends at various stress conditions, we observe several factors that we should take into 
account to define test domains for the system-level accelerated life test: detectability, 
lifetime variation coverage, and selectivity. 
5.2.4.1 Detectability of System-Level ALT 
5.2.4.1.1 The lower bounds on Pfail to ensure detectability 
Failures at stress conditions should be detected by BIST or ECCs within a limited 
test time at the specified stress conditions. To extract failure statistics from experiments, 
we must detect at least one failure at the test conditions within the test time. The minimum 
detectable number of failures defines the lower bound on the acceptability region in terms 
of detectability, shown in Figure 76. Since system-level ALT aims to obtain the reliability 
characteristics of a memory system, the lower bound on Pfail for each wearout mechanism 
is determined by the capacity of a memory system. Since we investigate a memory system 
in an open-source microprocessor of Leon3, containing 226 K 6T SRAM cells, the 
minimum failure rate is 4.310-6. 
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(a)                                                             (b) 
 
(c)                                                             (d) 
Figure 76 Defining the acceptability region of each time-dependent dielectric 
breakdown mechanism taking detectability into account by limiting the minimum 
probability of failure: (a) BTDDB, (b) GTDDB, (c) MTDDB, and (d) TDDB. The 
scale indicates the probability of failure of the SRAM. White areas indicate test 
conditions where the target mechanism is unlikely to cause any cells in the SRAM to 
fail. 
5.2.4.1.2 The upper bounds of Pfail in terms of detectability 
While the sensitivity of a BIST scheme or ECCs determines the lower bound of 
detectability, the capability of ECCs determines the upper bound of Pfail, depicted in Figure 
77. If the number of failures in a memory is beyond the capability of ECCs, the system is 
not operational, and system-level ALT cannot be conducted. We investigate ECCs with 
both single-bit error correction, commonly used in a memory system, and double-bit error 




























































Figure 77 Simulated probabilities of failure with various temperatures and voltages 
with a 14-day test to define the acceptability regions for each TDDB mechanism by 
taking detectability into account, limited by the minimum and the maximum 
probability of failure: (a) BTDDB, (b) GTDDB, and (c) MTDDB. Red dotted lines 
show the lower bounds on the probability of failure, while blue dotted lines depict 
the upper bounds on the probability of failure. 
As for the memory configuration, we assume that the size of a word is 32 bits, and 
the number of words (Nw) is 7,232. Since a word fails if two or more errors under SEC 
occur in one word, we calculate the probability of a word failure, 𝑃𝑤,𝑆𝐸𝐶, using the binomial 
distribution as 
























































































𝑃𝑤,𝑆𝐸𝐶 = 1 − (1 − 𝑃𝑏)
𝑛𝑏 − 𝑛𝑏𝑃𝑏(1 − 𝑃𝑏)
𝑛𝑏−1,                          (49) 
where 𝑃𝑏 and 𝑛𝑏 denote the probability of a bit failure in a memory system and the number 
of bits in a word, respectively. Therefore, if a memory system has more than 123 errors, 
we expect that a double-bit error in a word can happen, which is beyond the capability of 
SEC ECCs.  
We also examine a case of DEC ECCs. With DEC, a word fails if three or more 
errors occur in a word. We calculate the probability of a word failure, 𝑃𝑤,𝐷𝐸𝐶, using the 
binomial distribution as 
𝑃𝑤,𝐷𝐸𝐶 = 𝑃𝑤,𝑆𝐸𝐶 − 𝐶2
𝑛𝑏 ∙ 𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑡
2(1 − 𝑃𝑏)
𝑛𝑏−2.                          (50) 
Therefore, if a memory system has more than 718 errors, we expect that a triple-bit 
error in a word will occur, which is beyond the capability of DEC ECCs. The upper bounds 
defined by Pfail correspond to the capability of DEC ECCs 
5.2.4.1.3 The acceptability regions considering detectability 
The acceptability regions for each wearout mechanism corresponding to both the 
lower and the upper bounds on Pfail in terms of detectability are plotted on the two-
dimensional test domains for both SEC and DEC ECCs in Figure 77. Red dotted lines 
denote the lower bound on Pfail, that is, the minimum failure rate, and blue dotted lines 
represent the upper bound on Pfail, that is, the maximum failure rate. 
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Figure 78 depicts the acceptability regions for TDDB for system-level ALT with 
the BIST scheme without ECCs, SEC, and DEC. It can be seen that DEC increases the 
upper bounds and enlarges the acceptability regions. However, note that the lower bounds 
for Pfail for BIST, SEC, and DEC are identical by comparing Figure 76(d) and Figure 78. 
 
(a)                                                             (b) 
Figure 78  Defined acceptability regions for TDDB with a 14-day test by taking 
detectability into account after applying both the lower and the upper bounds to the 
probability of failure resulting from TDDB, combining all three mechanisms: (a) 
BIST-only without ECCs, (b) BIST with SEC, and (c) BIST with DEC. 
5.2.4.2 Lifetime Variation Coverage of the Accelerated Life Test 
In the reliability simulations, we assume a maximum range of ±30 % process 
variation. Table 5 summarizes the ranges of process variation parameters that we have 
employed. As shown in Figure 79, process variation results in variation in the probability 
of failure, which eventually causes variation in system lifetime. Figure 80 depicts variation 
in the probability of failure as a function of the process variation range from ±5 % to ±30 %, 
normalized to the variation in the probability of failure with ±30 % process variation. In 
testing, we may use various test samples with various process corners. Process variation 
causes variation in the probability of failure, which eventually variates the lifetime of a 
system. To ensure all variations in the lifetime of a system caused by process variation 




























Table 5 Process Variation Parameters 
Variation Range Variation Range 
Gate length (ΔLGTDDB)













 ±30 % 
Space between metal 
lines (ΔSBTDDB) 
±30 % 






(a)                                                             (b) 
 
(c)                                                             (d) 
Figure 79 Simulated probability of failure with ±30 % process variation resulting 
from: (a) BTDDB, (b) GTDDB, (c) MTDDB, and (d) all TDDB mechanisms 
combined. The red line represents the probability of failure with +30 % process 
variation while the blue line plots the probability of failure with -30 % process 
variation. 
 

































































mechanism. We define lifetime variation coverage of a test condition as normalized 
lifetime variation of a wearout mechanism at a test condition to maximum lifetime variation 
over all test domains with ±30% process variation. 
Lifetime variation coverage varies with process variation and the probability of 
failure of a wearout mechanism. As process variation declines, lifetime variation coverage 
also decreases. At a low probability of failure, such lifetime variation coverages of GTDDB, 
BTDDB, and MTDDB are identical at the same process variation range, as shown in Figure 
80. However, at a higher failure probability, we observe that the lifetime variation coverage 
of a TDDB mechanism at a given process variation range decreases. As the stress increases, 
that is, at higher temperatures and voltages, the probability of failure increases 
exponentially so that the contribution of process variation to variation in the probability of 
failure becomes relatively small. This reduced sensitivity of the probability of failure to 
process variation lowers the lifetime variation coverage. 
 
Figure 80 Variation in the probability of failure resulting from each TDDB wearout 
mechanism with various levels of process variation normalized to a maximum 
variation of the probability of failure for each wearout mechanism caused by ±30 % 







































(a)                                                             (b) 
 
(c)                                                             (d) 
Figure 81 Simulated lifetime variation coverage degraded by GTDDB with various 
levels of process variation at various temperatures from 25 ºC to 150 ºC and 
voltages: (a) from 1 V to 2.4 V, (b) 2.6 V, (c) 2.8 V, and (d) 3 V. 
Figure 81 shows that lifetime variation coverage of GTDDB varies as a function of 
voltage acceleration. At a low probability of failure from 1 V to 2.5 V, the slope of the 
lifetime variation coverage with respect to the process variation range remains constant. 
However, at a higher voltage than 2.5 V, which results in a higher probability of failure, 
testing cannot reflect the full range of process variation, which lowers the accuracy of 
lifetime estimates in the presence of process variation. Therefore, we should take lifetime 
variation coverage into account when optimizing the experimental design of system-level 
ALT. By eliminating the test domain that cannot yield 100 % process variation coverage, 






































































(b)                                                                  (c) 
Figure 82 (a) Acceptability regions for TDDB after a 14-day test, taking the 
coverage of lifetime variation into account by eliminating test conditions that cannot 
reflect the total amount of lifetime variation caused by process variations: (a) BIST-
only without ECCs, (b) BIST with SEC, and (c) BIST with DEC. 
5.2.4.3 Selectivity of TDDB Mechanisms 
In an acceptability region for each TDDB mechanism, for better distinguishing the 
failures degraded by each TDDB mechanism from failures caused by other TDDB 
mechanisms, failures associated with a target TDDB mechanism must outnumber failures 
from other wearout mechanisms. To quantify the accuracy of a test condition in isolating a 
target failure mechanism from others, we define the ratio of the number of failures caused 





























































as selectivity. If selectivity is high, we need no physical failure analysis that diagnoses the 
cause of failure, which in turn results in substantial savings in time and cost when using 
the resulting data to estimate circuit/system lifetime. 
Figure 83 depicts optimal test regions of the TDDB mechanisms in terms of 
selectivity as a function of stress conditions. In an acceptability region with a selectivity of 
‘1,’ which exists for GTDDB and MTDDB, we expect to completely isolate failures caused 
by the target mechanism from failures resulting from others. However, note that the 
selectivity of BTDDB fails to reach ‘1.’ This is because the probability of BTDDB failures 
does not dominate for any of the test conditions. Therefore, isolating failures due to 
BTDDB requires physical failure analysis. 
 
(a)                                                            (b) 
 
(c)                                                              (d) 
Figure 83 Optimal test regions of each TDDB wearout mechanism in terms of 















































5.2.5 Experimental Designs for System-Level ALT 
After defining acceptability regions for each mechanism by accounting for 
detectability, lifetime variation coverage, and selectivity of TDDB mechanisms, we discuss 
how we design system-level ALT within the defined acceptability regions. Before 
discussing DOEs for ALT at the system level, we need to take a look at the conventional 
design of experiments for device-level accelerated life tests. 
5.2.5.1 The Conventional Device-Level ALT Plan 
The E-model has been widely used to model TDDB [1]-[8],[12],[13]: 
𝑡𝑏𝑑 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑒
−𝛾𝐸𝑚 ∙ 𝑒
𝐸𝐴
𝑘𝑇 ,                                                (51) 
where tbd is the time to breakdown of a device, A and m are fitting parameters, γ is the 
electric field acceleration factor, k is Boltzmann’s constant, EA is the activation energy, T 
is the temperature, and E is the electrical field, which corresponds to V/s, where V and s 
denote the voltage and the space between two nodes adjacent to a dielectric, respectively. 
To determine the acceleration parameters, i.e. the electrical field acceleration factor and 
activation energy, γ and EA, we conventionally choose several test points, which consist of 
two or more electrical field points at a fixed temperature and two or more temperature 
points at a fixed electrical field [12], as depicted in Figure 84. 
5.2.5.2 System-Level ALT with DOEs 
In system-level ALT, since we still need to extract field and activation energy 
acceleration factors, we exploit the conventional device-level DOEs as the system-level 
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DOEs for each wearout mechanism. Figure 85 illustrates the proposed device-level DOEs 
for TDDB mechanisms in their acceptability regions for all cases of system-level ALT, i.e., 
with BIST without ECCs, BIST with SEC, and BIST with DEC. The acceptability regions 
for MTDDB are identical for all schemes. For DEC ECCs, the acceptability region for 
BTDDB moves the test domain in the direction of higher selectivity for BTDDB, while the 
acceptability region for GTDDB for DEC becomes larger than that for SEC, which 
improves the accuracy of the system-level accelerated life test. A BIST scheme without 
ECCs has a wider acceptability region for GTDDB than that for the schemes with ECCs. 
 
Figure 84 The conventional device-level accelerated lifetime test plan for estimating 
acceleration parameters for time-dependent dielectric breakdown models with the 
same number of samples at each test condition. 
Using the method proposed in prior work [47], we optimize each DOE in the 
acceptability region for each TDDB mechanism so that the reliability of a DOE is 
maximized with a limited number of samples at each test point. Figure 86 shows simulated 
reliabilities of DOEs with various total sample sizes. In this simulation, we assume the 
same sample size at each of the test points in each acceptability region for each TDDB 
mechanism. Testing with BIST without ECCs shows the best results in terms of the 





















selectivity. The discrepancy between testing with a BIST scheme, with and without ECCs 
on the reliability of DOEs in Figure 86 represents the difference in the vulnerability of a 
memory system with and without ECCs to device-level wearout failures. ECCs with higher 





(b)                                                                      (c) 
Figure 85 Proposed DOEs for each TDDB mechanism in each acceptability region 
for a system-level accelerated life test for (a) BIST without ECCs, (b) BIST with 































































Figure 86 Simulated reliability of DOEs with various numbers of samples with the 
assumption that the actual process variation is ±30 %. We also assume that we place 
the same number of samples at each test condition for each test condition, i.e. BIST-
only without ECCs, SEC, and DEC ECCs with a 14-day test. 
 
5.2.6 Overheads of Testing 
Figure 87 plots testing overheads of various system-level accelerated life tests 
without ECCs and with SEC and DEC ECCs. We assume that testing without ECCs 
periodically invokes testing every 68.36 seconds, producing ten wearout failures on 
average when the Weibull characteristic lifetime of the TDDB wearout distribution at the 
accelerated stress condition is 106 sec. Once testing without ECCs starts, the worst-case 
number of test cycles, proportional to (total memory cells – the number of wearout failures) 
assuming that the complexity of BIST test patterns is O(N), should be executed because 
we assume the use of memoryless BIST. Therefore, the test interval is a constant as 68.36 
seconds, and the number of test cycles gradually decreases as the number of wearout 



























(a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 87 Testing overheads of the BIST-only without ECCs, SEC, and DEC ECCs 
schemes with a 14-day test: (a) test interval and (b) test cycles. 
Testing exploiting ECCs has decreasing test intervals, because the method is aware 
of the increasing number of wearout failures, as illustrated in Figure 87. Such a method 
also requires much fewer test cycles, which saves substantial test time at the beginning of 
the aging test. The number of test cycles is proportional to the number of wearout failures 
with the conservative assumption that all failures detected by ECCs are confirmed as 
wearout failures (rather than soft failures) by BIST. 
5.2.7 Summary 
For estimating system lifetime using realistic test patterns at accelerated conditions, 
we have proposed system-level accelerated life tests that exploit BIST and ECCs. Based 
on observations from system reliability simulation at various stress conditions, we define 
acceptability regions for testing of each TDDB mechanism.  
In such acceptability regions, we employ and optimize the conventional device-level 
DOEs for each TDDB wearout mechanism separately to be able to extract each TDDB 
failure distribution using system-level ALT. We also extract acceleration factors for each 
TDDB wearout mechanism, and we ensure that all wearout mechanisms are visible under 


































































diagnosis of the cause of failure is not always required, saving the time and cost associated 
with physical failure analysis. This work proposes a method to enhance the accuracy of 
estimating the lifetime of a memory system using system-level accelerated life test, while 
taking all TDDB wearout mechanisms into account. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTURE WORK 
To achieve low cost per bit with low power and high performance, memory 
technology has continued to scale down to small feature sizes. However, cost-effectively 
developing an advanced fabrication technology that further shrinks feature sizes of 
transistor below 14 nm is challenging. Furthermore, such extremely reduced feature sizes 
of devices not only exacerbate several failure modes and but also create new failure modes 
in a memory system such as failures resulting from variable retention time, row hammering, 
and wearout.  
The objective of the thesis is to develop design methodologies for scalable and 
reliable memory systems in the presence of such scalability and reliability issues. In this 
research, after investigating the origins and device-level models of memory failures, to 
examine the impact of such failures on operations of a memory system, this work proposes 
circuit- and system-level modeling and simulating methods. After investigating simulation 
results generated using the proposed modeling and simulating methods, this research 
proposes design methods that mitigate row-hammering phenomenon using counter-based 
or probabilistic row activations and repair increasing wearout failures by exploiting error-
correcting codes for error detection and sequence of commands for error identification 
during field operations. To enhance the reliability of a memory system, this dissertation 
proposes methodologies that accurately estimate memory reliability degradation and 
diagnose system-level memory failures by employing system-level accelerated life test 
using built-in self-test and error correcting codes. This work also proposes a method that 
optimizes design of experiments for isolating a failure caused by a target wearout 
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mechanism from failures caused by the others and minimizing errors in the estimation of 
wearout parameters at the normal operating condition. 
In chapter 2, this dissertation discusses the origins and device-level models of 
memory failures caused by variable retention time, row hammering, and wearout. This 
work claims that we should model variable retention time in DRAM by investigating 
random telegraph noise in not operating current but leakage current by accounting for 
random fluctuations in not only gate-induced drain leakage but also gate leakage. This 
research investigates row hammering phenomenon in DRAM by analyzing the row 
hammering threshold based on leakage current resulting from coupling between 
neighboring wordlines. This dissertation also introduces device-level wearout models used 
in system-level modeling and simulation. 
In chapter 3, this research proposes circuit- and system-level modeling and 
simulation methodologies for investigating the impact of memory failures resulting from 
variable retention time, row hammering, and wearout on memory operations. Using the 
proposed circuit-level model by exploiting time-varying resistors for mimicking random 
fluctuations in leakage current, the work proposes the algorithm for simulating variable 
retention time in DRAMs. In addition, by simulating memory activation patterns, this work 
demonstrates that row hammering can occur during normal memory operations. Lastly, 
this research simulates the impact of wearout failures on memory operations. Using SPICE 
simulation, we investigate malfunctions caused by BTI, HCI, and GTDDB in eDRAMs, 
which motivated the development of a built-in self-test scheme of eDRAMs. We introduce 
circuit-level resistive models for TDDB in SRAMs and a system-level reliability estimation 
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methodology that employs a bottom-up approach to estimate the reliability degradation of 
a memory system from device-level degradation of each potential wearout defect location. 
In chapter 4, this work proposes circuit and system design methodologies for 
scalable and reliable memory systems, mitigating memory failures due to row hammering 
and wearout in memory. Since an activation on a victim row within a refresh cycle restores 
original data integrity of DRAM cells, this work proposes counter-based and probabilistic 
row activation methods for tolerating failures resulting from row hammering. For 
extending lifetime and reliability of a memory system, with negligible area and 
performance overheads, this research proposes a BISR-like post-package repair scheme 
that exploits ECCs for fault detection and the proposed sequence of commands, that is, 
Read-Write-Read-Compare for correctable errors and Read-Invert-Write-Read-Compare 
for uncorrectable errors, for fault identification. By exploiting the conventional repair 
scheme implemented in DRAMs with small modifications, such detected and identified 
hard faults are repaired, extending the lifetime of a memory system. 
In chapter 5, this dissertation proposes design methodologies that test and diagnose 
system-level wearout failures in memory. This research proposes a BIST scheme for 
detecting and diagnosing failures caused by BTI, HCI, and GTDDB in eDRAMs by 
employing a current detector and the proposed test patterns. To accurately estimate and 
characterize wearout failures at a system level, this work proposes system-level accelerated 
life test with BIST and error-correcting codes. System-level ALT with BIST that isolates 
a target mechanism from various TDDB mechanisms using optimized DOEs allows us to 
better characterize wearout distributions by accounting for circuit and system tolerance to 
device-level wearout failures. Furthermore, system-level ALT with ECCs helps us to 
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accurately estimate the lifetime of a memory system degraded by wearout mechanisms by 
aging memory with realistic usage scenarios and testing memory while accounting for 
tolerance of ECCs to wearout failures. 
This dissertation proposes modeling, simulating, mitigating, and characterizing 
schemes of reliability issues in a memory system such as variable retention time, row 
hammering, and wearout. Verification and calibration of the proposed simulation 
methodologies based on silicon testing results would be essential to the improvement of 
the proposed research. Furthermore, even though this dissertation deals with BTI, HCI, 
GTDDB, MTDDB, and BTDDB, applying the proposed design methodologies to 
mitigating and characterizing failures resulting from all possible wearout mechanisms 
including electro-migration and stress migration would advance the proposed work. We 
can improve the accuracy of lifetime estimation using system-level accelerated life tests by 
developing test patterns that enhance the selectivity of a wearout mechanism at test stress 
conditions within a limited test time. Design of experiments of system-level ALT using 
various test groups with differences in benchmarks or test patterns for aging and numbers 
of test samples would also enhance the accuracy of estimating wearout characteristics of a 
memory system. We can optimize design of experiments for system-level accelerated life 
test by employing sampling strategy that is aware of process variation that would reduce 
sample size at each test point in acceptability regions by improving the accuracy of 
estimation. Since we may obtain testing results with various test time within a limited test 
time, temporal optimization of design of experiments for system-level accelerated life test 
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